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ABSTRACT

Song Rhythm Development in Zebra Finches
by
Julia Hyland Bruno

Advisor: Ofer Tchernichovski

This dissertation investigates song-rhythm learning in songbirds. Songbirds have been studied
extensively in mechanistic investigations into the sensorimotor underpinnings of the cultural transmission
of learned vocalizations. While several studies identified forebrain song-system neurons that generate
rhythmic song patterns, we know little about how song rhythms are learned. The first part of the
dissertation describes methods for detecting and analyzing birdsong rhythm patterns, and demonstrates
their utility for identifying the role of song rhythms in social interactions. Results suggest that rhythm
plasticity in zebra finch song may provide a potential vehicle for communication. Controlled song-learning
experiments further found that developing zebra finches more readily incorporated a new song element
when the tutored rhythm was unchanged, suggesting that a rhythmic framework is established during
song learning. An updated schema of the song imitation process is proposed which situates sequence
learning within a rhythmic framework. Finally, the role of striatal dopamine in song-mediated social
cohesion in zebra finches was identified. Taken together, the dissertation’s findings lay a foundation for
future explorations of rhythm in vocal learning and communication.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Zebra finch song development
Birdsong is culturally transmitted, typically from father to son (in the majority of species, where
females do not sing; cf. Odom et al., 2014), through a slow copying process (Tchernichovski et al., 2001)
accompanied by gene expression (Clayton, 1997; White, 2010), hormonal (Marler et al., 1988, Korsia &
Bottjer, 1991; Bottjer & Hewer, 1992), and neuronal (Aronov et al., 2008; Ölveczky et al., 2011) changes.
For the zebra finch, an opportunistic as opposed to seasonal breeder (Zann, 1996), song development
occurs just once, coincident with sexual maturation. A juvenile male zebra finch enters the sensitive
period for vocal learning toward the end of his first month, when he begins to attune to and memorize the
sounds of the birds around him, produce unstructured babbling, and gradually modify his own
vocalizations, using auditory feedback, to match an internal representation (template; Konishi, 1965) of
the mature song target. By three months, he has acquired the single, idiosyncratic song which he will sing
for the rest of his life (which could last ten years or more in captivity), and vocal exploration is thought to
cease. Although the basic motif of his final song will likely resemble his tutor's, imitation is never exact,
and experimental manipulations have revealed the importance of social factors in shaping the outcome of
song development. Thus, although juvenile zebra finches raised in social isolation will copy sounds heard
only from recordings, live tutors are preferred (Derégnaucourt et al., 2013); brothers may inhibit each
other’s learning, leading to divergent imitation within a group (Tchernichovski & Nottebohm, 1998); and
juveniles may also copy from one another in addition to or instead of an adult (Derégnaucourt & Gahr,
2013).

Irrespective of copying fidelity, however, the song motif, or basic repeating unit (Immelmann,
1969), of a mature zebra finch exhibits extraordinary temporal precision (on the order of milliseconds)
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from rendition to rendition (Chi & Margoliash, 2001). Zebra finch song, therefore, is said to be
stereotyped, and song development is often treated as a process of skill perfection, of eliminating
variability through practice (e.g., Sakata & Vehrencamp, 2012). This conception, though it has been
tremendously useful for investigating the neural mechanisms of sensorimotor learning in the songbird
brain, is only true to the extent that it disregards a) timescales beyond the repeated motif; b) behavioral
states and social contexts; and c) actual trajectories of development, which are not governed solely by a
drive to imitate (Tchernichovski & Marcus, 2014). A focus on skill perfection is not necessarily well-suited
for understanding the processes underlying behavioral development, which often follow unexpected and
indirect paths (Tchernichovski et al., 2001; Lipkind et al., 2013).

1.1.2 Timescales of zebra finch song rhythm
Compared with birds that have large song repertoires, individual zebra finches may seem to sing
the same unique but simple song, the same way every time. For song complexity or plasticity,
researchers tend to look to other species such as the thrush nightingale (Rothenberg et al., 2014) or
California thrasher (Sasahara et al., 2012). An individual zebra finch song motif typically lasts about half a
second and consists of a fixed sequence of 3-7 acoustically-distinct sound segments (syllables)
separated by brief gaps of silence. However, zebra finches do not emit isolated motifs when they sing:
bouts of song are prefaced by an accelerating series of “introductory notes” (Rajan & Doupe, 2013) and
contain a variable number of motif repetitions, punctuated by various call elements and silent intervals
analogous to musical rests. The number of introductory notes, motif repetitions, and calls are all variable,
and give the song its audible rhythmic structure. Price (1979) recognized that call elements and silent
intervals between motifs create a variable structure at the level of the song bout, as did Morris (1954),
who likened zebra finch singing to "the turning of a squeaky handle" (ibid, p. 284). However, how the
bout-structure variability of zebra finch song performances may be expressed in different contexts has not
been explored. In addition, it is unknown how these rhythms develop, or if, how, or when they may be
learned.
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Even in his most stereotyped bouts of song, the zebra finch is a highly rhythmic singer. His
repeating motif provides a strong beat (with interesting timing variations), and the motif itself contains
complex temporal as well as acoustic structure (this rhythm can be further reduced to an isochronous
beat at smaller timescales; Norton & Scharff, 2016). Developmental perspectives have revealed intriguing
temporal dynamics accompanying song acquisition (Tchernichovski et al., 2001; Fehér et al., 2009; Saar
& Mitra, 2008; Glaze & Troyer, 2013; Sasahara et al., 2015), but rhythm learning itself has not previously
been investigated.

1.1.3 Singing and behavioral state
Although a young bird does not need to interact with an adult tutor in order to accomplish the
sensorimotor feat of learning to sing, zebra finches are naturally gregarious songbirds, and the natural
context of their song development – and singing – is the social group. Zebra finches in the Australian
grasslands spend most of their lives in large flocks, surrounded by hundreds of other birds (Zann, 1996).
Unlike territorial species, zebra finches do not sing to ward off rival males (ibid). Males use song to court
females and maintain pair-bonds (zebra finches mate for life; ibid), but they are often seen singing in
larger social settings, which early observers speculated could facilitate flock cohesion (Immelmann, 1968,
1969; Hall, 1962; Sossinka & Böhner, 1980), a hypothesis which has never been tested.

Morris (1954) originally described a continuum of high- and low-intensity courtship song and
“stationary song” according to the vigor of the bird’s accompanying rhythmic pivoting movements and
their involvement of the whole body or just the head. Sossinka & Böhner (1980) dichotomized femaledirected and undirected song types on the basis of acoustic differences. They recorded the songs of
domesticated and wild-caught zebra finches singing alone and with an unfamiliar female and found that
the courtship context was associated with more introductory notes, shorter motif duration, and more
motifs per strophe (bout). The bimodal distributions seen in these song features were interpreted to reflect
the importance of joint stimulus- and motivational control in “releasing” singing behavior of variable
intensity. In other words, the behavioral differences were taken as an indication of mechanistic
differences, the prediction being that undirected song is gated by a lower threshold. In support of this
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hypothesis, Walters et al. (1991) found that blocking testosterone aromatization inhibits directed but not
undirected song. Hessler and Doupe (1999) further reported dampened female-directed singing-related
neural activity in the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP; a basal ganglia-thalamo-“cortical” loop), which
generates variability required for developmental vocal learning (Aronov et al., 2008), and Jarvis et al.
(1998) found that AFP immediate early gene expression is also lower during directed vs. undirected
singing.

Thus, while it was originally associated with immobility, undirected singing came to be regarded
as a form of vocal practice, in contrast to the stereotyped ‘performance’ context of directed song. It is
unknown how these context-dependent aspects of singing might vary with different audiences, including
other males. However, early investigators (Sossinka & Böhner, 1980; Bischof et al. 1981) assumed that
zebra finch courtship song would show gradations in intensity as a function of the reaction of the courted
female, and a positive feedback relationship was observed between male singing and female bowing
(Garson et al., 1980). Given the apparent communicative function of back and forth calling exchanges
among zebra finches of both sexes (Elie et al., 2010; Benichov et al., 2016), bidirectional responsiveness
between males and females during male courtship song would not be surprising. If a male zebra finch is
capable of responding to feedback from social interactions and can make real-time adjustments to his
“stereotyped” song, this biologically-significant behavior may be more rightly viewed as an engagement
than a performance.
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1.2 Overview of the dissertation

The unifying motivation for this thesis is an interest in understanding how vocal learning occurs
within the context of the complex social environment into which the young bird is born. Of course, I have
not exhausted this question in my PhD. Each of the three chapters of this dissertation tackles an aspect
of this guiding question, with a focus on temporal organization, a feature of song learning latent in the
literature, but as yet underexplored.

Chapter 2 examines the structure and function of rhythms in adult zebra finch song beyond the
level of the imitated motif. As these timescales of song rhythm have not been characterized before, I
present methods for detecting and analyzing song bout structure, and demonstrate their utility for
identifying the role of song rhythms in social interactions not restricted to the courtship setting. Evidence
suggests that rhythmic plasticity in zebra finch song may provide a potential vehicle for communication. A
complementary set of results is presented in Chapter 4, which reports experimental findings that listening
to the songs of other males is behaviorally-reinforcing for male zebra finches, and also increases striatal
dopaminergic activity in a PET imaging assay with awake, behaving birds.

The core chapter (Chapter 3) focuses on song rhythm from the perspective of the developing
bird. In controlled song learning experiments designed to decouple rhythm and sequence learning,
learning outcomes and developmental analyses indicate that birds must learn their songs within a
rhythmic framework. The implications of these findings for existing models of song learning and song
timing control in the songbird brain are discussed in the context of a new phenomenological schema.
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CHAPTER 2
REGULARITIES IN ZEBRA FINCH SONG BEYOND THE REPEATED MOTIF1

2.1 Abstract

The proliferation of birdsong research into the neural mechanisms of vocal learning is indebted to the
remarkable stereotypy of the zebra finch’s song motif. Motifs are composed of several copied syllables,
which birds learn to produce in a fixed order. But at a higher level of organization – the bout – zebra finch
song is no longer stereotyped. Song bouts include several repetitions of the motif, which are often linked
by a variable number of short “connector” vocalizations. Here we show that combinatorial analysis yields
an incomplete description of this bout-level structure. In contrast, studying birdsong as a time-varying
analog signal can reveal patterns of flexibility in the rhythmic organization of bouts. Visualizing song bouts
as sorted raster plots of acoustic features shows that motifs are strung together via two distinct categories
of connections: tight or loose. Loose connections allow considerable timing variation across renditions.
Even among co-tutored birds that acquired the same motif, we observe strong individual variability in the
temporal plasticity of song bouts. Our investigation suggests that vocal flexibility could potentially allow
individuals to express a variety of behavioral states through their songs, even in species that sing only a
single stereotyped motif.

1

A version of this chapter will appear as part of a Birdsong Learning special issue of Behavioural Processes (Hyland
Bruno & Tchernichovski, in press).
6

2.2 Introduction

Birdsong is among the most thoroughly studied vocal communication systems in non-human
animals. However, relatively little is known about how the complex acoustic structure of birdsong might
relate to specific social functions (cf. Todt & Naguib, 2000). Zebra finches are the predominant model
system for studying vocal learning, due in part to the remarkable stereotypy of their songs. The male
zebra finch typically produces renditions of his song ‘motif’ in bouts that begin with a series of introductory
notes, followed by several renditions of the same motif. An individual song motif includes several
‘syllables,’ each with a distinct and complex acoustic structure. Both the syllable types and their
combinatorial order within the motif are highly stereotyped (Immelmann, 1969; Scharff & Nottebohm,
1991). Therefore, after hearing an adult zebra finch producing even a single song bout, one already
knows much about his song structure, which remains stable over years. In other words, although a zebra
finch often sings a lot (hundreds of motifs every day), his songs are nearly identical; it is as if the bird is
always saying the same thing, again and again. To the extent that this picture is true, zebra finch song
would seem unlikely to carry much dynamic information—for instance, to express the behavioral state of
the bird, or to direct different intentions to other birds. This is puzzling, however, given that zebra finches
are highly social, and appear to be communicating vocally much of the time (Elie & Theunissen, 2015).

In fact, we know that the zebra finch song motif is not entirely stereotyped, and does carry some
information about behavioral state, as is observed in female-directed versus undirected singing. When a
male zebra finch courts a female, he produces a dance, and his song motifs change a bit—for example,
motifs are sung slightly faster (Sossinka & Böhner, 1980), and syllable acoustic structure becomes slightly
more precise (Kao & Brainard, 2006). Further, female zebra finches can perceive these differences, and
they typically prefer the female-directed version of the song (Woolley & Doupe, 2008). Still, the acoustic
differences between female-directed and undirected songs are very small, and some of these can be
explained by (involuntary) changes in brain temperature (Aronov & Fee, 2012). In sum, only a very
restricted degree of plasticity has been found to exist in the mature zebra finch’s song motif.
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However, zebra finch song can only be considered stereotyped at the level of the motif, i.e., in
repeating short sequences of syllables. The next level of song organization – the song bout – is not
stereotyped: First, the number of motif renditions varies, typically ranging from two to ten motifs per bout.
Second, song bouts often vary in the manner in which motifs are strung together. Figure 1a presents five
song bouts produced by one bird. As shown, the motifs are linked via a variable number of short
vocalizations (Price, 1979); we call these “connectors.” One approach for investigating the structure of
song bouts would be to treat the song bout as a sequence of symbols and study its combinatorial
structure. For example, the bout segments shown in Fig. 1a can be described as sequences of motifs
(‘M’) and connectors (‘i’), e.g., M-i-M-ii-M. With this approach, one can estimate the transition probabilities
between motifs and connectors within the bout. First-order Markov Models have been shown to be useful
for describing birdsong structure, although there is some debate about the appropriateness of such
models (Kershenbaum et al., 2014). In canaries, for example, a recent study uncovered long-term
temporal dependencies between phrases unexplainable by simple ‘bigram’ Markov models (Markowitz et
al., 2013). An entirely different approach is to investigate the song bout as an analog time-varying signal,
focusing not on ‘syntax’ but on temporal regularities such as rhythms. Here, we compare the two
approaches, considering transition probabilities between symbols and the continuous time structure of
song bouts side by side.

One may wonder whether it is even appropriate to treat the combinatorial (symbolic) and timevarying (analog) structure of birdsong as distinct levels of song organization. In linguistics, combinatorial
structure (e.g., grammar, based on symbolic units) and temporal regularities (e.g., prosody, measured
from the acoustic speech signal) are studied by different scientific communities, as they represent
plausibly distinct features of language. In birdsong, however, we do not know if, or to what extent, song
syntax and rhythms are independent levels of organization (Mol et al., in press). If these two levels are
coupled, as our preliminary findings will suggest, then variability in song sequences could mirror
adjustments of rhythms, serving, for example, to coordinate singing behaviors across individual birds.
More generally, it might be essential to combine sequential analysis with investigation of temporal
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regularities in order to understand the communicative function of the song bout. In the following we focus
on presenting methods for exploring zebra finch bout structure, and raise hypotheses for future research.

9

2.3 Method and results

2.3.1 Subjects
Birds in this study were adults, between 134 and 271 days post-hatch (dph). All experiments were
approved by the Hunter College Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.3.2 Analysis of bout syntax
In order to first estimate the combinatorial structure of song bouts, we examined the transitions
between song motifs within bouts. Figure 1 presents such transitions in 289 song bouts produced by one
adult zebra finch (270 dph) over the course of a day. In this bird’s repertoire, motifs (‘M’) were in some
cases linked directly to each other (M-M), but more often, motifs were strung together via short connector
notes (‘i’). Example sequences of motifs and connectors are shown in Fig. 1a. The bird produced different
types of connections, based on the number of connectors: M-M, M-i-M, M-ii-M, etc. These connection
types occur in sequences, e.g., M-i-M-ii-M, which we regard as a transition from the M-i-M type to the Mii-M type. Figures 1b and c present the expected and observed pairwise transition probabilities between
connection types (within three-motif sequences). We see two effects: first, the frequencies of pairwise
transitions between bout subunits showed a much narrower distribution than expected from the frequency
of connection types (Fig. 1d, χ2 (36, n = 407) = 209.62, p < .001). That is, there was an apparent rulegoverned or ‘syntactic’ regularity in the transitions. Second, the pairwise transitions showed strong
asymmetry: M-i-M, the most common subunit, was often followed by M-ii-M (M-i-M-ii-M frequency,
20.6%). However, the opposite transition, from M-ii-M to M-i-M, was rare (5.2%). This order-dependent
asymmetry in the transition probabilities between shorter and longer connection-type subunits was stable
across days and was statistically significant for this bird (χ2 (20, n = 290) = 144.20, p < .001).
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(Fig. 3, different panels), raster plots appear ‘step-like’ in some birds (e.g., in bird p5) and gradated in
others (e.g. in bird p2). At the combinatorial level of motif transitions, some birds (p5, p4, p1) produced
primarily single connectors (M-i-M), others (p7, p2, p9) primarily two connectors (M-ii-M), and a third
group produced both.

Single connectors were tight in all birds that produced them. Motifs strung together with two
connectors tended to be loose – but to a variable extent across birds. For example, p7 and p9 both used
two connectors exclusively, but for p7 motif connections were invariably tight (visible in the vertical
columns in the raster), whereas p9 produced two acoustically-distinct types of double connectors, one
loose and the other tight (with the first of the two connectors in the tight variant marked by a pitch downsweep).

Connectors were often acoustically distinct from introductory notes (which are used to introduce
song bouts). Further, in several birds, the acoustic (spectral) structure of connectors varied across bout
types. We therefore distinguish between connector type (spectral), and connection type (the number of
connectors between motifs). Pitch differences among connectors can be seen for example within the
bouts of birds p9 and p6. Indeed, most birds possessed repertoires of multiple acoustically-distinct
connectors (Fig. 4, red clusters). In these eight birds, 13 out of 24 total connector types formed nonoverlapping clusters with introductory notes (shown in blue, Fig. 4), and likewise 10 of 22 introductory
note types were unique to the starts of bouts.
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2.3.5 Evidence for song plasticity during singing interactions
We selected one bird with rigid song bouts, and another bird with high temporal variability of song
bouts (p5 and p6 from the group shown in Fig. 3). We placed them together for several days and
monitored their singing interactions. Figure 5 presents a snapshot of the pair’s singing interactions during
two consecutive days. These birds, which had shared a tutor, possessed similar motifs but dissimilar bout
structure repertoires. Bird p5’s singing style consisted of stereotyped bouts of 1-3 motifs, predominantly
separated by a single connector with only tight connections between motifs (left raster plot and
motif/connector histogram, Fig. 5a). Bird p6, by contrast, produced song bouts with greater temporal
variability and including both tight and loose motif connections (Fig. 5a, right). Both birds sang a lot (p5:
3,928 motifs in two days, p6: 2,790 motifs) but relatively rarely (~11% of all bouts) at the same time.
When their songs did overlap, however, there was a clear asymmetry in the tendencies of the two birds to
co-sing (see examples in Fig. 5b).

Figure 5c shows a raster view of all the overlapping songs. For each bird, we sorted the bouts
anchored to the onset of the partner’s bouts (Figs. 5c, left and right panels respectively). As indicated by
the horizontal black demarcation lines, bird p5, who performed exclusively tight motif connections (blue),
tended to initiate singing, while bird p6, who performed both tight and loose motif connection (red), tended
to join in. Note that the slope of the raster (marked 1, 2 & 3 in Fig. 5c, left) represents the likelihood of
joining. We can see that singing likelihood increased steeply with the bout onset of p5 and declined
rapidly after p5’s first motif. This indicates that p6 tended to join (co-sing) during p5’s first motif.
Irregularities in the timing of p6’s subsequent motifs (Fig. 5c, left) also suggest preferred bout patterns,
perhaps related to the predictable time structure in the songs of p5 (Fig. 5c, right). Specifically, during the
tightest co-singing episodes (section 2 in Fig. 5c, left), we can see that many of p6’s second motifs within
a bout begin near the offset of p5’s second motif, or the onset of p5’s third motif; the variation in gap
duration visible between p6’s first and second motifs is due to the use of variable connection types. These
motif latency dynamics were observed on each of the two days (Fig. 5d), and histograms of relative bout
onsets only (Fig. 5e) clearly distinguish p6 as the ‘answering bird’ (positive latency) relative to p5
(negative latency). While songs produced simultaneously between these two birds were not always
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synchronized, coordinated singing (e.g., Fig. 5b) would only be possible, given each bird’s potential for
bout plasticity (Fig. 5a), if p6 were to join in with p5, rather than the other way around. Given that this pair
of birds developed their songs together, it is an intriguing question whether the establishment of bout
structure repertoires might be related to patterns of social interaction.
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2.4 Discussion

The song bout is the first timescale at which zebra finch song is no longer stereotyped, making it
a logical place to investigate potential communicational aspects of singing behavior. Here, we have taken
a first step toward characterizing the variability that exists in the structure and timing of zebra finch song
performances.

Behaviorally, we have long known from Price (1979) and others that the song bout is an important
level of song organization (for example, the courtship dance is organized at the level of the song bout
[Williams, 2001; Ullrich et al., 2016]). Studies of the neuronal coding of birdsong, however, have focused
mostly on the hierarchical coding of syllable timing and acoustic structure in the premotor nuclei HVC and
RA (e.g., Yu & Margoliash, 1996; Hahnloser et al., 2002). Still, there is some evidence for bout-level
neural coding in the premotor song system. Williams and Vicario (1993) observed “superbursting”
upstream of HVC in the thalamic nucleus Uva at the termination of song bouts. Chi and Margoliash
(2001) reported changes in intra-syllable RA burst intervals as a function of motif position within the bout.
And recently, Okubo et al. (2015) found a subset of HVC projection neurons that are active exclusively at
bout onsets. How does the songbird brain gate which bout variant is produced from a repertoire of
possible types, and what determines the timing of motifs (tight vs. loose connections)?

Rajan and Doupe (2013) showed that song-system neurons (including HVC interneurons and
Area X projections) encode the serial position of introductory notes, which accelerate and converge on a
stereotyped acoustic state signaling readiness to begin singing. They also found that the number of
“introductory notes” is correlated with the time elapsed since the end of the previous song motif, when
considering intervals up to one second – i.e., including what we refer to here as “connectors.”
Mechanistically, how does initiating a song bout differ from initiating a motif within a bout? Given our
finding that motif connectors are often acoustically distinct from introductory notes, it could make sense to
repeat the study by Rajan and Doupe (ibid), but distinguishing between different introductory note and
connector types. Perhaps the acoustic differences we observed could be explained the brain’s varying
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“readiness” to produce sequences of stereotyped learned vocalizations (motifs) as a function of whether
the bird is already in a singing “state.”

We hope that future studies will soon reveal which brain areas regulate song bout plasticity.
Sossinka & Böhner (1980) first dichotomized female-directed and undirected song on behavioral grounds,
showing that the courtship context was associated with more introductory notes, shorter motif duration,
more motifs per bout, and greater sequential stereotypy. The observed context-dependent shifts in these
song features were interpreted to reflect the importance of joint stimulus- and motivational control in
“releasing” singing behavior of variable intensity. This phenomenon has since been substantiated across
multiple mechanistic levels (Walters et al., 1991; Hessler & Doupe, 1999; Jarvis et al., 1998). Kao &
Brainard (2006) further demonstrated that anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) lesions abolish acoustic
feature variability found to accompany undirected song, although there was no effect found on the
structural differences in the two types of song. It may be that temporal jitter in motif connections is also
mediated by the AFP, while choice of bout ‘vocabulary’ (i.e., connector type) is controlled elsewhere.
Since zebra finches can acquire multiple motif variants by adding or deleting syllables (Sturdy et al.,
1999; rare examples of truncated motifs are visible in Figs. 2b and 2c above), neuro-ethological
investigations of bout structure variability may want to consider both connectors and motif variants.

At the functional level, an in-depth characterization of singing behavior in social context, including
tracking production of tight and loose connections, is needed in order to figure out the possible role of
bout structure and plasticity in expressing behavioral state and coordinating behaviors. In many passerine
species, song serves at least two social functions: courtship display, and male-male territorial defense
(Kroodsma, 2005). However, there is no evidence that this is true for zebra finches, which are not
territorial (Zann, 1996). Although attacks and fighting are not unusual in captive settings, singing behavior
does not appear to be associated with agonistic interactions in the lab or in the wild (Evans, 1970; Caryl,
1975; Immelmann, 1969). The primary biological function of the zebra finch’s song is thought to be
sexual, playing an important role in both courtship and pair-bond maintenance (zebra finches pair for life
[Zann, ibid]). Somewhat mysteriously, then, wild male zebra finches spend proportionally more time
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singing when no females are present (Dunn & Zann, 1996). This “undirected” song is by no means all
solitary, and singing in the presence of other males was once speculated to facilitate flock cohesion
(Immelmann, 1968, 1969; Hall, 1962; Sossinka & Böhner, 1980). While Immelmann reported male zebra
finches “singing in duos and trios” as early as 1968, we know of only one paper since then that mentioned
male-male co-singing (Anisimov et al., 2014). The tight and loose song motif connections we observed
could be involved in regulating such social functions.

In order to assess the potential for communication via bout structure variability, it will be important
to test the influence of social partner behavior on song performance. Heinig et al. (2014) found that male
Bengalese finch song syntax varied in the presence of different females. Might the analog methods we
propose reveal a similar capacity for performance adaptation in the zebra finch on the level of timing?
New wireless recording technology that enables source separation of the vocalizations of individual birds
in social groups (Ter Maat et al., 2014; Anisimov et al., 2014) should be used in future systematic study of
song plasticity. Such technology could also be used to probe whether bout structure is meaningful to the
listener, for example by monitoring the timing of female calls during a potential male’s song over the
course of pair bonding. Another interesting angle would be to investigate the influence of the tutor’s bout
structure on song learning in the developing juvenile, given prior evidence that pupils copy “chunks” of
syllables corresponding to occasional production breaks in the tutor’s song (Williams & Staples, 1992).

Finally, are any of the bout structure features we reported here learned? What could be the origin
of the bout structure diversity we observed? We showed that birds that learn the same song together as a
group can nevertheless develop divergent bout structure repertoires. What developmental processes
generate this diversity and what is the time course of bout structure ontogeny? Are bout structures
learned from a tutor during the sensitive period for song development? Here we presented only
snapshots of adult song repertoires; we do not know how age or experience might affect singing behavior
in adulthood. Might learning how to sing be separate from learning what to sing? Longitudinal data will be
key to elucidating the dynamic information that zebra finch song may carry despite its stereotypy.
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CHAPTER 3
ZEBRA FINCHES LEARN VOCAL SEQUENCES WITHIN A RHYTHMIC FRAMEWORK

3.1 Abstract

Birdsong is composed of ordered sequences of song syllables. Chains of neuronal activity in the songbird
brain’s song nuclei generate each song syllable, and additional chaining mechanisms are thought to link
syllables into song phrases. If song syllables are strung together via a sequence generator mechanism,
then successful sequencing should not depend on relative duration. We found, however, that birds are
much more successful in adding a new syllable type to a song if the duration of the new syllable can fit
into a pre-existing rhythm. We trained juvenile zebra finches to change their songs by incorporating a new
syllable, which either fit or deviated slightly from the prior rhythm. This deviation had striking effects on the
learning outcome: first, birds were less likely to fully accomplish the learning task. Second, examination of
song development shows that new syllables were often incorporated into pre-existing rhythmic slots.
These findings suggest that the song system is first of all a rhythm generator, and that vocal sequences
are learned in the context of preexisting rhythm templates.
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3.2 Introduction
The acquired song motif of the adult male zebra finch is a brief (~1-s) rhythmic vocal pattern
consisting of a fixed sequence of acoustically-distinct vocal sounds called song-syllables (Zann, 1996).
Zebra finch songs are highly stereotyped and syllables are delivered with temporal precision on the order
of milliseconds (Chi & Margoliash, 2001). This crystalized stereotypy is all the more remarkable given the
complexity of song development (Immelmann, 1969; Tchernichovski et al., 2001). At about one month of
age, the young male zebra finch begins to attune to the mature songs in his environment. He encodes an
internal representation (template) of adult song (Konishi, 1965), and also begins to produce unstructured
vocal babbling, known as subsong. The bird then gradually modifies his vocalizations to match the
template, a process requiring auditory feedback. By the end of sexual maturation and the sensitive period
for song learning, around 100 days post-hatch, his song has become a high-fidelity imitation of an
external model.

Since Nottebohm (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Nottebohm & Arnold, 1976) first identified the forebrain
‘song system’ of discrete nuclei in the songbird brain, birdsong neuroscience has become a successful
model system for studying the neural control of motor sequencing and sensorimotor learning. An
important advance in understanding the mechanisms of sensorimotor learning in vocal development was
the discovery of two descending pathways between the premotor nuclei HVC (used as a proper name)
and RA (robust nucleus of the arcopalium). HVC is a sensory-motor nucleus in the neo-striatum, which
functions as a primary generator of song patterns. Nucleus RA functions similarly to a mammalian motor
cortex. It controls brainstem motoneurons, which drive respiratory and syringeal (bird’s vocal organ)
muscles. The first pathway between HVC and RA is called the direct posterior pathway. It is a monosynaptic connection, which is necessary for producing learned song in the adult bird. The second
pathway is called the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP). This complex pathway loops through the basal
ganglia and the thalamus before reaching its final target at nucleus RA. The AFP is necessary for song
learning (Bottjer et al., 1984) and consolidation (Scharff & Nottebohm, 1991; Aronov et al., 2008).
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While early studies posited a direct role for AFP in template-matching (Doya & Sejnowski, 1995),
the memory of the tutor’s song likely resides elsewhere (Phan et al., 2006; Hahnloser & Kotowicz, 2010;
Roberts et al., 2012). Several studies, however, implicate AFP in generating biased variability in the
premotor circuitry (Andalman & Fee, 2009), which produces variable plastic song (Goldberg & Fee, 2011;
Ölveczky et al., 2005; Ölveczky et al., 2011) as well as adaptive residual variability in adulthood (Kao et
al., 2005; Tumer & Brainard, 2007; Ravbar et al, 2012). AFP-mediated spike-timing dependent plasticity
in RA (Sizemore & Perkel, 2011) is a promising candidate mechanism for learning (Farries & Fairhall,
2007; Fiete et al., 2007), and AFP receives performance-related dopaminergic modulation (Gadagkar et
al., 2016). Thus AFP appears to be the locus of reinforcement learning, which has been theorized to be a
driving force in song development (Troyer & Doupe, 2000; Fee & Goldberg, 2011; Nick, 2015).

A second body of research has explored the neural control of song timing. In a landmark study,
Hahnloser et al. (2002) found that individual HVC-RA projecting neurons are clocks, producing a short
burst of spikes only once per song motif, always in the same position in song-time. Evidence suggests
that these ultra-sparse bursts are produced in a collectively sequential pattern, completely covering the
duration of the song motif at millisecond resolution. This effect was further corroborated (Kozhevnikov &
Fee, 2007), including in studies using focal cooling of HVC (Long & Fee, 2008; Andalman et al., 2011),
which caused near uniform temporal retardation across song. There is some tension between these
findings and other results suggesting hierarchical organization of the song system, in which HVC is
thought to encode distinct vocal gestures (Vu et al., 1994; Yu & Margoliash, 1996; Amador et al., 2013). It
remains to be seen whether the two views are mutually exclusive. In any event, according to the ‘clock’
hypothesis (Fee et al., 2004; Leonardo & Fee, 2005; Glaze & Troyer, 2007; Fee & Scharff, 2010)
accurate song time patterns are generated via intrinsic synfire chains of HVC neurons (Jin et al., 2007; Li
& Greenside, 2006; cf. Danish et al., 2017) which form a self-contained central pattern generator that
provides a feed-forward temporal anchor for the sequential activation of motor commands encoded in RA.
Recent studies (e.g., Hamaguchi et al., 2016) challenged the claim that song-timing is restricted to HVC,
but evidence for a continuous representation of time in the song-system (either restricted to HVC or not)
is overwhelming (Lynch et al., 2016; Picardo et al., 2016). The model of neural chaining in HVC via syn-
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firing chains has also been extrapolated to explain the serial production of song syllables (Jin et al, 2007;
Jin, 2009; Andalman et al., 2011), and a recent study linked the development of HVC bursting with the
emergence of syllables in developing birds (Okubo et al., 2015).

The focus on sequences, whether in investigations of the learning of vocal gestures or of timecoding via sequences of neuronal chains, or even in theories of song error corrections via the basal
ganglia (e.g., Andalman & Fee, 2009), is rooted in “the problem of serial order in behavior,” as Karl
Lashley put it in 1951 (cited, e.g., in Jin et al., 2007, Troyer & Doupe, 2000). However, according to
Lashley, the problem with this problem was that associative chaining was an inadequate explanation for
complex sequential behaviors such as speech – and (he speculated) “the song of birds” (Lashley, 1951,
p. 113). Lashley’s first, now uncontroversial, point was that the behaviorist concept of reflex chains could
not explain context-dependent associations between disparate units in behavioral sequences, e.g., words
in a sentence. But he advocated, in turn, for the investigation of integrating schema, such as rhythms
(Martin, 1972). The near-perfect sequential and timing stereotypy of zebra finch song has perhaps
obscured the need to consider the problem of motor sequencing beyond the serial ordering of units (cf.,
Glaze & Troyer, 2006; Saar & Mitra, 2008; Glaze & Troyer, 2013; Norton & Scharff, 2016). Meanwhile,
other fields dealing with the problem of serially-ordered behavior have long recognized that timing is
crucial in the learning of motor skills (Viviani & Terzuolo, 1980; Sakai et al., 2004).

Despite the accumulation of knowledge about mechanisms of birdsong learning, the nature of the
internalized song memory ‘template’ representation as well as the mechanisms through which this illusive
template guides vocal learning remain mysterious. Is song rhythm learned, or is it an epiphenomenon of
the learning of temporal sequences? Here we designed controlled song learning experiments to directly
test this question. Taking advantage of the long sensitive period for zebra finch song learning, we used an
altered-target training method (Lipkind et al. 2013; Ravbar et al., 2012) to experimentally induce
sequence learning with or without the added requirement of learning a new rhythm. During the first
month, birds learned to imitate a regularly-timed (isochronous), monosyllabic song sequence (AAAA).
Once this first song was acquired, a new song model was introduced that contained an additional syllable
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(ABAB). For half of the birds, the duration of the new syllable was shortened slightly, rendering the new
target song non-isochronous. From a sequence-learning perspective, the learning task was the same for
all birds. If, however, rhythm is learned independently from sequential content, we would expect to see
differences in the learning outcomes of the two groups. We tracked the entire vocal development of each
bird, to examine how the sequence learning task would be negotiated under conditions in which rhythm is
preserved or altered.
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3.3 Method

3.3.1 Subjects
A total of 26 male juvenile zebra finches from the Hunter College breeding colony were used in
this study. All birds were kept with parents and siblings until 7 days post-hatch (dph), at which point the
father was removed to prevent song exposure during the sensitive period for learning. At 31 dph, birds
were moved to individual home-cages contained inside sound attenuation chambers, where they
remained for the remaining two months of their sensitive period for song development (maximum age
recorded: mean, 122.5 dph; range: 106-135 dph). Animals were kept on a 12:12 photo-period schedule
and given water, seed, wet food (seed mixed with water and egg powder), and grit ad libitum. Perches,
mirrors, and tutor-bird dummies were provided for enrichment. Experiments were conducted with approval
from the Hunter College Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

3.3.2 Sound recording, playback training and sound analysis
Birds’ vocalizations were recorded continuously throughout the duration of the experiments
(Tchernichovski et al., 2004; Tchernichovski et al., 2000). Beginning 35 dph, birds were exposed to
playbacks of the source song model (see Experimental Design), with two daily quotas of 15 randomly
timed songs (morning and afternoon sessions; playbacks activated at .005 odds/sec). After 9 days,
operant keys were introduced to each bird’s cage (Tchernichovski et al., 2000) and playback delivery was
switched from passive to self-elicited (key-activated). Playbacks were then reduced to two daily quotas of
10 self-elicited songs (Tchernichovski et al., 1999).

Sound Analysis Pro software (http://soundanalysispro.com; Tchernichovski et al., 2000) was used
for sound recording and preliminary analyses. A random ten percent of all sound files recorded each day
were selected for automated sound segmentation and acoustic feature extraction using the Sound
Analysis Pro batch processing function. Sound Analysis Pro was also used to perform semi-automated
clustering to identify song syllables over developmental time. Subsequent data analyses were performed
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012). First, alll birds were e
exposed to on
ne week of pa
assive
playbacks
s. We then pro
ovided them with
w a key tha
at they could peck in orderr to trigger pla
aybacks of the
e
same son
ng. The song consisted
c
of regularly-time
r
ed (isochrono us) repetitions of a single ssyllable (sourrce
song, Fig. 6). We selec
cted 18 out off 26 birds, wh
here a recogn
nizable replica
a of the sourcce song could be
clearly ide
entified in the developing song
s
before day 70. In thosse birds, playbacks were th
hen switched to
the target, a bisyllablic song which had
h either iso
ochronous (IS O) or non-iso
ochronous (NO
ON-ISO; see Fig.
6) time strructure. Birds
s were random
mly assigned to one of eith
her the ISO orr NON-ISO grroups (9 birdss per
group).

al paradigm for manipula
ating target s
song rhythm
m. Pictured are
e sonograms (time
Figure 6. Experimenta
vs. freque
ency represen
ntations) of the monosyllab
bic source (top
p) and bisylla
abic target (bo
ottom) song
models us
sed in Experim
ment 1. All birrds were train
ned on playba
acks of Song 1 (source son
ng) from 35 d
days
post-hatch
h. As soon as
s this song wa
as acquired, the
t song mod
del was switch
hed to Song 2 (target song
g),
which con
ntained an additional syllab
ble and two ne
ew transitionss as a result ((A-B and B-A
A). Song 2 wass
either isoc
chronous (like
e Song 1), or contained a shorter
s
B-sylla
able which m
made the rhyth
hm nonisochrono
ous. Blue and red vertical liines indicate alignment be tween source
e and target ssong syllabless in
the two co
onditions.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 Song learning outcomes
We trained two groups of 9 birds with an altered-target songs design as in Lipkind et al. (2013).
Both groups were presented with the same combinatorial task: first to learn to produce a monosyllabic
song (AAAA) and then to alter their song by inserting a new syllable (AAAA source  ABAB target; Fig.
6). In one group, the source and target songs were of the same isochronous rhythm (ISO group, N = 9
birds). That is, the new syllable B was congruent with the existing rhythm. In a second group (NON-ISO,
N = 9 birds), the source song (AAAA) was isochronous, but the target song was of slightly nonisochronous rhythm (with the B-A inter-onset-interval [IOI] 44 milliseconds shorter than A-B). In order to
assess sequence imitation, we analyzed the proportion of alternating A and B syllable types (ABA & BAB)
in the learned song (Fig. 7a). With perfect imitation, the song would be composed strictly of alternating
ABA and BAB trigrams.

As shown in Fig. 7b, birds trained on the isochronous ABAB model ended up with high levels of
alternating trigrams in their songs (median = 75%), whereas birds in the NON-ISO group were much more
heterogeneous (median = 53%, less than the lower quartile for the ISO group). The difference between
the two groups was statistically significant (Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test (two-sided), Ws = 63, z = -1.988, p =
.047, effect size r = -.469). While four NON-ISO birds achieved combinatorial learning outcomes
comparable to their isochronous-only counterparts, three NON-ISO birds learned only one of the two new
transitions (A-B or B-A), and completed their songs with novel song elements. The remaining two NONISO bird failed to incorporate the new syllable into their song. In sum, a minor change in model song
rhythm from isochronous to non-isochronous was sufficient to interfere with the sequence-learning task.
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Figure 7. Rhythm of tutored
t
song
g affects imita
ation of com
mbinatorial sttructure. a, S
Schematic
demonstra
ating the proc
cedure used for
f quantifying
g song seque
ence match to
o the target m
model song: so
ong
performan
nces were transformed into
o symbolic strrings (see Me
ethods), each of which wass scanned lefft to
right for 3-syllable sequ
uences match
hing the ABA and BAB trig
grams of the A
ABAB song m
model. b, Degrree to
ds imitated the
e target mode
el syllable seq
quence, quan
ntified as the p
percent of all 3-syllable
which bird
sequence
es consisting of
o alternating trigrams (ABA or BAB). In
ndividual data
a points are ovverlaid on kerrnel
density distributions (violin plots) forr each group (isochronous vs. non-isoch
hronous song
g model).
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Samples of the
e learning outtcomes from the
t two group
ps are given in
n Fig. 8. The bird in Fig. 8
8c, for
example, achieved poo
or sequence imitation both because he generated a novel syllable
e (‘X’), and
because he
h retained many
m
source A-A
A transitions
s in his crysta
alized song.

Figure 8. Example so
ongs at baselline and crys
stallization. S
Shown are exxample sonog
grams togethe
er
with symb
bolic coding of
o syllable seq
quences for th
he songs of on
ne ISO (a) an
nd two NON-ISO (b, c) bird
ds.
Each bird’s imitation off the source song
s
before th
he target mod
del was switch
hed is displayyed above hiss
crystalized
d song at the end of learning. Age is ind
dicated in dayys post-hatch
h for all examp
ples.
We
W next looked into how birrds in the two
o groups imita
ated the tempo
oral structure
e of the new ssong
model. Th
he ISO and NON-ISO targe
et models, wh
hile sharing th
he same sequ
uential structu
ure, differed in
n
both song
g tempo and rhythm.
r
As illu
ustrated in Fig
g. 9, tempo iss defined by th
he duration o
of the song cyycle
(

, or pe
eriod between
n repeating se
egments. In th
he target ABA
AB song,
|

|

|

|,
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where |

| represents the inter-ons
set-interval, IO
OI, between ssyllables A an d B (‘A-B IOI’), and |

|

represents the IOI betw
ween B and A.
A That is, the song cycle iss simply the IO
OI between ssuccessive A-syllables. The ISO and
d NON-ISO so
ong models had cycles of 5
572 and 528 ms, respectivvely. As distin
nct
po, song rhyth
hm is defined by the phase
e angle ( ) off the onset of the B-syllable
e, relative to tthe
from temp
cycle:
|

|

.

Rhythm is
s therefore me
easured as a ratio, as opposed to temp
po, which desccribes the abssolute timing of

Figure 9. Linear and circular
c
repre
esentations of the targett model song
g rhythm, illu
ustrating the
relationship between syllable inte
er-onset-inte
ervals and me
easures of s
song cycle an
nd phase. a,
Schematic
c of the ABAB
B target song syllable and gap durationss, together w
with respective
e syllable IOIss for
the isochrronous (top, blue
b
B-syllable
e) and non-isochronous (b
bottom, red B--syllable) mod
dels. b, The tw
wo
song mod
dels now repre
esented as re
epeating cycle
es (IOIs betwe
een successive A-syllables). The A-B IO
OIs of
of the B-sylla
the two models
m
have th
he same dura
ation, but the phase angle o
able onset difffers, because
NON-ISO
O B-syllable is shorter. The NON-ISO so
ong cycle is allso shorter tha
an the ISO cyycle, as
represented in the figure by the rela
ative sizes of the
t circles.
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song elements. The tutored rhythm was characterized by a phase angle of
compared with

in the ISO group, as

= 3.4 (13 /12) radians in the NON-ISO group.

We considered two alternative hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Birds simply imitate and combine sequences. That is, they copy the new syllable,
including its duration, but they learn each time interval independently. If rhythm is unimportant in
the learning of a new sequence (which would be inconsistent with our results so far), then tempo
and rhythm imitation error should be uncorrelated (see below).

Hypothesis 2: Birds copy the rhythm of the model, including the phase angle of the novel Bsyllable onset relative to the song cycle (see Fig. 9). If rhythm is imitated, then the deviation of
the bird’s A-B IOI from that in the model should scale with the difference in cycle duration
between the bird and the model. If this hypothesis is correct, then we expect that some birds
should copy the phase angle but not the tempo (as in the diagram in Fig. 10).
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Figure 10
0. Hypothetic
cal relative rh
hythm imitation at differe
ent tempi. Sh
hown are thre
ee different
hypothetic
cal scenarios for copying th
he same exam
mple ABAB m
model song rh
hythm displayyed at left. (Se
ee
Fig. 9 for an explanatio
on of the rhyth
hm schematic
c.) When rhytthm is imitated absolutely ((top right), the
e time
intervals in the model are
a reproduce
ed exactly. Altternatively (m
middle and bottom right), th
he same rhyth
hm
(phase) may
m be reprod
duced at a fas
ster or slower tempo by sca
aling the two intervals dow
wn or up togetther.
To test be
etween these two hypothes
ses, we comp
pared tempo a
and rhythm im
mitation error in the mature
e
songs of each
e
bird with
h respect to his target mod
del (ISO or NO
ON-ISO). Tem
mpo error is ccalculated as
simply:
,
where

is the bird’s median cyc
cle duration. For
F direct com
mparison with
h tempo, we ccalculate rhyth
hm

error base
ed on the abs
solute timing of
o the B-syllab
ble (as oppossed to the rela
ative phase):
_

where

|

|

|

|

,

is the bird’s
b
median A-B IOI.

all
Figure 11 (a-b
b) shows the relationship
r
between
b
cycle
e duration and
d B-syllable timing across a
birds at so
ong crystalliza
ation (i.e., bettween the denominator an
nd the numera
ator of the B-ssyllable phase
e-
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Figure 11
1. Evidence for
f relative rh
hythm learning. a-b, Scattter plot show
wing the relatio
onship between
tempo (median cycle duration)
d
and rhythm (mediian A-B IOI) im
mitation errorr for all birds tthat acquired
O group N = 9 [all birds], b, NON-ISO g roup N = 5). T
The ISO and NON-ISO mo
odel
bisyllabic songs (a, ISO
tempo and
d rhythm are plotted with solid
s
dots (red
d and blue, re
espectively). In a, the blue diagonal line
indicates the ISO relatiive rhythm ac
cross the rang
ge of tempi sh
hown; the sam
me is plotted w
with a dashed
d blue
w
the NO
ON-ISO relativ
ve rhythm is in
ndicated by th
he solid red d
diagonal line. c-d, Crystallized
line in b, where
song rhyth
hm, measured as the phas
se angle of the onset of the
e new syllable
e (or syllabless, cases wherre a
bird added
d more than one
o new sylla
able to his sou
urce song). P olar histogram
ms show pooled data for a
all
birds within each group
p (c, ISO; d, NON-ISO;
N
n = 1,000 rando
omly selected
d song cycles per each of 9
birds per group),
g
with the phases off the isochronous and non--isochronous models draw
wn in blue and
d red,
respective
ely.
angle ratio
o). As shown, ISO birds (F
Fig. 11a) tend
ded to cluster along the blu
ue diagonal lin
ne, indicating that
individual birds accurattely copied th
he relative rhy
ythm of the mo
odel at varyin
ng tempi. In th
he NON-ISO
condition (Fig. 11b), ou
ur sample is limited to the five birds tha t acquired a sstrictly ABAB song; these b
birds
showed a similar pattern of relative rhythm imitattion with varyiing tempo, wiith the excepttion of one birrd
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that acquired an isochronous relative rhythm rather than his own model’s non-isochronous rhythm.
Across all birds, there was a significant positive correlation between tempo and rhythm imitation error (as
defined above), r = .58, p = .03. These results provide support for Hypothesis 2 over Hypothesis 1,
according to which the two temporal errors should be uncorrelated. The findings demonstrate that zebra
finches are capable of imitating a relative rhythm in a new tempo, and allow us to consider relative phase
imitation irrespective of absolute match to the model tempo.

To compare relative rhythm imitation in the ISO and NON-ISO conditions, we computed phase
across 1,000 randomly selected cycles in each bird’s mature songs, including any novel syllables
generated in addition to or in place of the B-syllable copied from the model. Across pooled songs
produced by birds in the ISO group, B-syllable phase angles were tightly distributed near

(Fig. 11c).

ISO songs had a median +/- median absolute deviation (M.A.D.) phase-angle of 3.17 +/- 0.27 radians, as
compared with 3.44 +/- 0.48 radians for NON-ISO songs, and the two distributions differed significantly in
terms of their variance (Brown-Forsythe test for homogeneity of variance, F(1, 17998) = 861.21, p <
.0001). Indeed, the NON-ISO distribution showed two peaks (Fig. 11d): a primary peak near the Bsyllable phase angle of the NON-ISO target model, and secondary peak at , suggesting a tendency for
NON-ISO birds to incorporate the new song element into the relative rhythm of their original, isochronous
song. Only three NON-ISO birds accurately copied both the combinatorial structure and the relative timing
of the ABAB target song (Fig. 12).
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Figure 12
2. The altered
d-rhythm targ
get song mo
odel was ass ociated with
h learning impairments in
n
sequence
e, rhythm, orr both. Scatte
er plot shows the relationsh
hip between B
B-syllable (orr other non-A-syllable) phase
p
angles (n = 1,000 so
ong cycles/birrd) and overa
all sequence imitation (% A
ABA or BAB
trigrams), within individ
dual birds in both
b
groups. Opacity
O
for alll data points iis set at 1%. H
Horizontal bla
ack
lines repre
esent the indiividual interqu
uartile ranges
s of the phase
e angles. Data
a from individ
dual birds havve
been jitterred minimally (preserving rank)
r
in the ve
ertical axis fo r improved visual discrimin
nation. The B
Bsyllable phase angles of
o the target song
s
models are indicated by the blue a
and red verticcal reference lines
0 radians (NO
ON-ISO).
at x = (ISO) and 3.40
n addition, sev
veral NON-IS
SO birds also ended up with
h target song
gs that were le
ess temporally
In
stable tha
an their origina
al source son
ngs. Within NO
ON-ISO birdss, there was a significant difference betw
ween
cycle med
dian absolute deviation at crystallization
c
n and baseline
e, paired t-tesst, p = .03. Ind
dividual ISO b
birds
showed no such acquired arrhythmiia and recove
ered levels of stability comp
parable to ba
aseline in theirr
mature target songs (F
Fig. 13).
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3. Within-bird
d comparison of baseline
e vs. crystaliized tempo s
stability. Line
es compare
Figure 13
individual tempo stabiliity in ISO (blu
ue, N = 9) and
d NON-ISO (rred, N = 9) birrds at the mod
del switch day vs.
after song
g crystallizatio
on (last full da
ay recorded). Tempo stabillity is measurred as song cyycle median
absolute deviation
d
(M.A
A.D.) in each bird’s baselin
ne source (AA
A) and endpoint target (AB
B) songs (n = all
songs rec
corded at each time point).
To summarize the combinattorial and rhy
ythm outcome
es we observe
ed, birds more
e readily adde
ed a
new song element whe
en the rhythm
m of the song model
m
was prreserved, and
d appeared to
o have difficultty
switching to a new rhytthm. In additio
on, birds accu
urately imitate
ed rhythm butt not tempo. F
Finally, our
experimen
ntal perturbattion appeared
d to have a las
sting effect on
n tempo stability, as seen in the mature
e
arrhythmia
a among NON
N-ISO birds. These
T
song le
earning outco
omes are inco
ompatible with
h a purely
sequentia
al learning mo
odel. To inves
stigate how a 44-ms differe
ence in the du
uration of the target model Bsyllable re
esulted in thes
se divergent song
s
learning
g outcomes, w
we examined song change
es continuoussly
throughou
ut development.
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3.4.2 Analyzing song rhythm development
Figure 14 presents a raster visualization of all the songs produced during the entire learning
period by one representative bird from the ISO group, from five days before the song model was
switched. (See the Appendix for full developmental raster plots for all birds in the study.) A-syllables are
coded in white and B-syllables in blue in this visualization, and aligned song bouts are displayed in
chronological order, from top to bottom. Comparing the upper and lower portions of the raster plot, we
see that this bird fully adopted the target song. Within the first few days of exposure to the new target
model, the bird began to perform occasional B-syllables (in blue) at the starts of song bouts, confirming
an “edge effect” as reported in Lipkind et al. (2013). B-syllables did not begin to appear in their mature
sequential context (connected to two A’s) until the eleventh day of hearing the new model. Within five
days, the transition from the AAAA to the ABAB song was virtually complete.

What happened during this transitional period (Fig. 14, green box)? We can see that the
transition to the target was gradual rather than immediate, at least in this example. We wondered,
however, whether the target song rhythm might have nevertheless been established immediately, or at
least before sequence learning was complete. In the ISO target model, the new B-syllable occupied an
existing A-syllable timeslot, and the target song cycle was simply a period-doubled version of the source.
If rhythm is indeed operational in song learning, then ISO birds could also reuse existing timeslots in their
source songs to incorporate the new syllable – a mechanism unavailable to NON-ISO birds. This process
could still result in gradual song learning: by way of analogy, imagine the process of getting into a game
of double-dutch jump-rope. If a jumper properly entrains with rhythm of the ropes before leaping, she can
land at the right time on her first attempt. However, a novice might need to watch and wait longer than a
pro in order to synchronize accurately. Similarly, ABA sequences might be rare initially, but still
rhythmically accurate. Alternatively, incorporating the B-syllable at the appropriate rhythm might be more
like learning to play darts through target practice. This scenario, in which the gradual acquisition of skill
precision actually depends on initial variability (error), would be more in line with a reinforcement-driven
model of song learning (Dhawale et al., 2017). Such an account does not predict rhythm learning
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Figure 14
4. Raster view
w of song de
evelopment (ISO
(
ex.). Sho
own is the full song ontoge
eny of bird R4
4647
from the ISO group. 2 Each
E
row reprresents a sing
gle song boutt rendition, aligned to the o
onset of the firrst Asyllable in
n the bout, witth A-syllables
s plotted in wh
hite and B-syl lables in blue
e (song eleme
ents that did n
not
cluster we
ell with either A or B are co
olored gray). Song
S
bouts a re presented chronologica
ally, from 5 da
ays
prior to the song mode
el switch throu
ugh to song sttabilization, to
op to bottom. The green bo
ox outlines the
song trans
sition days, fo
ocusing on the first motifs within
w
bouts ((see Fig. 18)..
independe
ent of sequen
nce, nor does it predict a difference in le
earning difficu
ulty between tthe ISO and N
NONISO conditions.
2

A note about
a
the raste
er plots for bird R4647: due to an idiosyyncratic ampliitude dip with
hin this bird’s A
Asyllable, A-syllables
A
we
ere sometime
es mis-segme
ented. In those
e cases, the a
acoustics of the syllable were
such that the first segm
ment of the sy
yllable was mo
ore easily ide
entified by the
e clustering alg
gorithm than later
segments
s. Because sy
yllable sub-segments could
d not all be re liably clustere
ed, it appearss visually in th
he
raster as if there was variability
v
in th
he duration off the A-syllablle (white barss). This is, how
wever, only a
segmenta
ation artifact. It
I does not im
mpact any of th
he analyses.
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Which process – entrainment or trial-and-error exploration – better describes how birds acquired
the target song in our experimental task? We tracked tempo and rhythm changes throughout
development by plotting daily distributions of individual song cycle (e.g., Fig. 15a) and B-syllable phase
angle (e.g., Fig. 15b). To obtain an invariant metric of tempo development, we measured a double-cycle
for birds’ source songs, and compared this ‘cycle’ with the cycle of birds’ emerging target songs. If perioddoubling had occurred, then a bird’s source (so defined) and target cycles would form a continuous
developmental trajectory. Indeed, continuity of tempo can be seen in the ISO example given in Fig. 15a,
where the target song emerges in the same cycle range as the source (notably, this bird sang at a slower
tempo than the model throughout development). Prior to disappearing, however, the source song tempo
fluctuated several times: these smooth fluctuations show that a steady tempo can nevertheless drift over
longer timescales. In juxtaposition (Fig. 15b), the bird maintained a stable imitation of the ISO model
rhythm ( ), apparently from the first appearance of the target cycle.
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5. Developme
ental dynamiics of song tempo
t
and rh
hythm (ISO e
ex.). All data a
are from ISO bird
Figure 15
R4647 (Fig. 14). Developmental trajectories of daily distributio
ons of song ccycle (a) and B
B-syllable pha
ase
angle (b). In a, the bird
d’s source son
ng cycles (‘AA
A’ timeslot, th e IOI between an A-syllab
ble and the A after
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next) are plotted in black, with target song cycles (‘AB’ timeslot, the IOI between an A-syllable and the
next A following B) in green. Dashed and solid vertical green lines indicate the time points (in days postswitch) at which the bird’s song sequences exceeded 25 and 50% alternating trigrams (ABA or BAB, as in
the target song). Opacity is set at 5% for all data points. The model cycle duration and phase are plotted
as horizontal blue reference lines.
These data therefore provide anecdotal support for entrainment over trial-and-error rhythm
learning. In the next section, we investigate the re-usage of preexisting timeslots in incorporating the new
syllable. As a preview, when we measured the phase-angle of the very earliest B-syllables across birds,
early rhythm learning did not prove to be very accurate. However, recalculating the phase with reference
to the cycle of birds’ source songs revealed that the ISO birds were in fact recycling existing timeslots to
learn the new song. Tempo continuity is explored further in section 3.4.4; this turned out to be a more
important and general feature of song development than we anticipated.

3.4.3 Timeslot reuse
To investigate early rhythm learning, we examined the timing of the B-syllable just as birds began
to adopt the new target song (the first day, for each bird, where the target song sequence reached 5%).
We found considerable variability among birds’ median rendition-to-rendition B-syllable phase angles at
this very early time point of target cycle formation (Fig. 16a), contrary to the entrainment rhythm-learning
hypothesis proposed above. To isolate the timing of the B-syllable from the timing of the closure of the
song cycle, we next recalculated phase with respect to three different cycles:
|

where

|

,

represents the cycle of each bird’s target model;
|

|

,

_

where

represents the median cycle of the bird’s source song prior to exposure to the ABAB

_

target; and
|
_

where

_

|

,

represents the median cycle of the bird’s current source song. We used two different

reference frames to relate the phase of the B-syllable to the bird’s source cycle to account for potential
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Figure 16
6. Integration
n of new song elements using
u
birds’ own establis
shed rhythms. a, Polar
histogram
ms showing the distribution of the median B-syllable p
phase angle a
across birds ((ISO, left; NONISO, rightt), at the first appearance
a
of
o B in context (ABA trigram
ms at 5%). b, Median B-syyllable phase angle
calculated
d using the target model cy
ycle duration as the denom
minator. c, Me
edian B-syllab
ble phase ang
gle
calculated
d with the bird
d’s own early (model switch
h day) source
e (AA) cycle d
duration in the
e denominato
or. d,
Median B-syllable phas
se angle calculated with th
he bird’s own current sourcce (AA) cycle duration in th
he
ator.
denomina
drifts in so
ong tempo du
uring developm
ment (Fig. 15
5a). Comparin
ng these three
e phase proje
ections (Fig. 1
16bd), only th
he ISO birds’ current sourc
ce song cycle (
distributio
on – at

) provided
d a denomina
ator with a strrongly unimod
dal

(Fig.. 16d, left). Th
his tells us tha
at, among ISO
O birds, the n
new B-syllable
e did appear w
within

a source-s
song timeslott, but that variiability in the newly-formed
d target cycle made this diffficult to disce
ern
from phas
se alone.
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Taking the model cycle as denominator (

) failed to reduce phase variability in the direction of

the target rhythm for either group (Fig. 16b), confirming that birds do not copy absolute time intervals
from a model. In the NON-ISO group, birds’ own source cycles (

,

; Fig. 16c-d, right) performed

better (with a slightly stronger effect found with reference to the switch-day source cycle; Fig. 16c, right);
however, these distribution were bimodal. Interestingly, NON-ISO birds tended to introduce the B-syllable
either at

relative to their source cycle (thus attempting to reuse preexisting timeslots, like the ISO birds),

or phase-delayed compared to the NON-ISO model rhythm. We can only speculate as to the cause for
this spontaneous phase-delay (from the 13 /12 of the NON-ISO model toward 5 /4), but perhaps these
results reflect an intrinsic preference for simple rhythms, i.e., small-integer ratios, as has been shown to
exist in humans (Jacoby & McDermott, 2017).

Given the diversity of performed phases produced (Fig. 16a) we hypothesized that in some ISO
cases the early B-syllable might not match the duration of A. Indeed, ISO bird R4720 provides such an
example (Fig. 17). What is most striking about this example, however, is that the duration of the Bsyllable was found to depend on its placement in the sequence. We color-coded all acoustically-clustered
B-syllables based on whether (blue) or not (pink) they occurred inside a target-song cycle, i.e., in between
two A’s. As shown, when the B-syllable began to be incorporated into the song (around 7 days postswitch), it shortened in duration. Moreover, the two B-syllable distributions were distinct at many time
points, although they appeared coupled (and both underwent a period of instability when a transient
longer-duration cluster was formed between days 10 and 17). Specifically, beyond the 50% target
sequence mark, until the song became stereotyped around day 39, the B-syllable was much more
variable in duration when it was not embedded within the song cycle. This example demonstrates that
sequential context can affect the timing and duration of syllables, thereby providing supporting, if indirect,
evidence of a rhythmic framework which constrains the developmental process of song sequencing.
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Figure 17
7. Sequentiall integration affects song
g rhythm. Sh own are dailyy distributionss of A and B
syllable duration over developmenta
d
al time for bird
d R4720 from
m the ISO grou
up. Syllable B is plotted in blue
when it oc
ccured between two A’s, otherwise it is pink. The gre
een line indica
ates ABA trigrrams > 50%.
Our
O finding tha
at ISO B-syllables were acc
curately timed
d at their first appearance within the tarrget
song sequ
uence shows that rhythm is established
d early rather than graduallly molded. Altthough birds
copied the
e source mod
del at differentt tempi, they appear
a
to havve perceived a rhythmic eq
quivalence
between the
t source an
nd target model rhythms, and implemen
nted an equiva
alent rhythmicc substitution in
their own songs. This picture
p
is in lin
ne with an entrainment exp
planation of rh
hythm learnin
ng, however w
with
an importa
ant qualification. Continuin
ng the jump-ro
ope analogy, the variabilityy we observed
d in cycle-closure
in the earliest rendition
ns of the new song sequence means tha
at after succe
essfully ‘jumpiing in’ birds had
yet to learrn how to kee
ep jumping in time with the ropes – how not to ‘stumb
ble out.’ By th
he end of song
g
developm
ment, ISO birds had accurately acquired isochronous ABAB songss (Fig. 11c). W
We next exam
mine
song cycle
e development to see how
w this was ach
hieved.
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3.4.4 Pres
servation of self-tempo
Of
O particular in
nterest is the evolution
e
of te
empo during tthe period in which the tarrget song
sequence
e was replacin
ng the source. Figure 18 provides
p
a clo ser raster vie
ew of the song
gs during the
transitiona
al period of th
he example IS
SO bird prese
ented in Figs. 14 and 15. A
Again, A-syllables are plotted in
white and B-syllables in blue. In Fig
g. 18a the son
ng bouts are p
plotted in chro
onological ord
der, as in Fig.. 14,
sing on the firrst three sylla
ables within ea
ach bout (beg
ginning with th
he first A-sylla
able of the bo
out;
here focus

8. Raster view
w of the deve
elopmental transition
t
fro
om the sourc
ce to the targ
get song (ISO
O
Figure 18
ex.). Song
g bout raster plots (n=816 song renditio
ons) showing tthe song tran
nsition days fo
or bird R4647
7 (Fig.
14, green box; see also
o: Fig. 19). a,, Aligned song
g bouts (first 1-second) in chronologica
al order. b. Sa
ame
data as a,, now sorted by
b the identity
y of the secon
nd syllable in each bout (sh
howing only b
bouts containing
more than
n one syllable
e).
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occasional unincorporated bout-initiating B-syllables are visible to the left of x = 0). Contained within
interleaved white and blue syllable columns are AAA, ABA, and AAB sequences. Sorting this raster by
the identity of the second syllable of the bout (Fig. 18b), we can see now that the B-syllable is
incorporated in between A-syllables (never in repeating strings). Further, the relatively vertical alignment
of the third column (Figs. 18a-b) suggests alignment of the different sequence types and therefore
continuity of tempo.

To examine this more carefully, we compared the bird’s source and target song cycles during the
transitional period where the two songs coexisted (Fig. 19a). The breakdown of the two distributions on
each day of the transition, shown in Fig. 19b, reveals an interesting progression involving adjustments to
both cycles. Just before the incorporation of B (day 10 post-switch), the source cycle was distributed fairly
tightly around 600 ms (slower than the model tempo). On the next day, when the bird’s imitation of the
target first appeared, the source cycle shifted slightly, becoming longer and more diffuse. In subsequent
days, the target cycle tightened as the spread of the source distribution increased until day 14, when the
two distributions were largely overlapping; the source song then disappeared, and bird shifted to sing the
target AB-song exclusively. Comparing the two and bottom distributions (days 10 and 15), we find that the
tempo of the bird’s source song was largely preserved in the new target song.
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9. Dynamic coupling
c
betw
ween source
e and target s
song cycles (ISO ex.). Da
ata are from b
bird
Figure 19
R4647 (se
ee also: Figs. 14, 15 and 18).
1 a, Closerr view of the ssong-cycle da
ata presented in Fig. 15a, d
days
4 through 25 post-switc
ch (with data point opacity now set at 25
5%). Pink bra
ackets indicatte source (bla
ack)
and target (green) song
g cycle data from
f
the same
e day. b, Disttributions of th
he bird’s sourrce and target
song cycle
e durations on each day during the tran
nsition from th
he source to tthe target son
ng.
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Figure 20 presents average song tempi throughout development for all the birds in both the ISO
(Fig. 20a) and NON-ISO (Fig. 20b) groups. As with the raw data cycle trajectories above (Figs. 15a and
19a), birds’ source song cycles are plotted in black, target song cycles in green, and sequence learning
timelines are indicated by vertical lines. In order to assess dynamic coupling between the two cycles
across birds, we focused on their period of overlap (see Fig. 21a) and calculated the daily difference
between each bird’s median source and target cycle durations over time in relation to individual sequence
learning timelines (Figs. 21b-c). We found that as birds approached the day on which the target
sequence reached 50%, source and target song cycles tended to become more similar in duration.
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Figure 20. Song tempo development – individual trajectories. Separate panels show the development of the source (black) and
target (green) median song cycles for each bird (ISO, a; NON-ISO, b). Individuals are sorted according to endpoint sequence imitation
(proportion alternating trigrams, printed in green in the upper right corner of each panel), top left to bottom right.

Figure 21
1. Convergen
nce of source
e and target song cycles
s during sequ
uence learning. a, Examp
ple of
source an
nd target song
g cycle develo
opmental traje
ectories from one bird (see
e Fig. 20), witth a box outlin
ning
the transittory period wh
here the bird produced botth songs. b-c
c, Absolute diffferences betw
ween birds’
median so
ource and target song cyclles over time,, with individu
ual trajectoriess anchored (d
day zero) to th
he
day at which target son
ng trigrams (A
ABA or BAB) reached 50%
%. For individu
ual birds, the period of song
overlap was
w measured
d from the firstt appearance
e of ABA trigra
ams to the dissappearance of AAA trigra
ams,
or end of development if the source song was ne
ever eliminate
ed. Data pointts from individ
dual birds are
e
plotted in the same color, ranked within each gro
oup (see legen
nd) according
g to endpoint sequence
imitation. b, ISO birds (n = 9). c, NO
ON-ISO birds (n = 5, all tha
at achieved att least 50% ta
arget trigramss at
least trans
siently during development).
As
A shown (Fig
g. 21c), this co
onvergence occurred
o
amo ng NON-ISO as well as IS
SO birds. In th
he
NON-ISO
O model, howe
ever, the targe
et cycle diverged from the source. How
w then can we understand tthese
results? And
A how do th
hey compare with
w song tem
mpo developm
ment among N
NON-ISO bird
ds that failed tto
learn the target
t
song sequence (cen
ntral and botto
om three pan
nels in Fig. 20
0b)?

Le
et us first take
e a closer loo
ok at the best imitator of the
e NON-ISO ccondition (Fig. 20b, upper left
panel). Th
he emergence
e of a stereoty
yped ABAB song
s
is clearlyy visible in the
e developmen
ntal raster vie
ew
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shown in Fig. 22. As with
w the ISO ex
xample prese
ented above ((Fig. 14), we can also see that the transsition
between the
t source an
nd target song
gs occurred gradually – in this case, clo
ose to two wee
eks.

2. Raster view
w of song de
evelopment (NON-ISO
(
ex
x.). Shown are
e song develo
opment data ffor
Figure 22
bird R510
06 from the NO
ON-ISO group. Presentatio
on is as in the
e ISO examplle, above (Fig
g. 14) except that
here the B-syllable
B
is colored
c
red. Aligned
A
song bouts
b
are disp
played chrono
ologically from
m top to botto
om.
The green
n box marks the
t transitiona
al days shown
n in closer vie
ew in Fig. 23, below.
Zooming in on the first sylla
ables of the so
ong bouts pro
oduced during
g the days of the target son
ng’s
first appea
arance (days 12-17 post sw
witch; Figs. 23a),
2
again w
we see roughlyy vertical colu
umns of
interleave
ed source and
d target seque
ences (compa
are with the IS
SO example in Fig. 15). W
When we sort tthe
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3. Raster view
w of the deve
elopmental transition
t
fro
om the sourc
ce to the targ
get song (NO
ONFigure 23
ISO ex.). Song bout ra
aster plots (n=
=1022 song renditions) sho
owing the firsst song transittion days for b
bird
ee Fig. 22, grreen box). a, Aligned
A
song bouts (first 1 -second) in cchronological order. b, Sam
me
R5106 (se
howing only b
data as a,, now sorted by
b the identity
y of the secon
nd syllable in each bout (sh
bouts containing
more than
n one syllable
e).
bout raste
er data by the identity of the second syllable (Fig. 23 b), we can se
ee that the A and B syllables
are unequ
ual in duration
n, as in the NO
ON-ISO mode
el. However, unlike the mo
odel, they alig
gn relatively
vertically in the raster because
b
the silent
s
gap bettween A and B is longer th an that betwe
een A and A. This
is importa
ant because itt represents a deviation fro
om the target model rhythm
m, since the ssilent gaps of the
source an
nd target model songs were
e all equivale
ent (Fig. 9). In
ndeed, the birrd’s B-syllable
es were initially
phase-delayed relative
e to the NON-ISO model (F
Fig. 24b); the gap was also
o slightly shorrter (~10 ms) in
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4: Developme
ental dynamics of song tempo
t
and rh
hythm (NON-ISO ex.). All data are from
m bird
Figure 24
R5106 (se
ee also: Figs. 22 and 23). a-b, Full deve
elopmental trrajectories of daily song cyycle (a) and Bsyllable phase angle (b
b) distributions, with opacitty set at 5% fo
or all data points. In a and b, the NON-ISO
model cyc
cle duration and
a phase, res
spectively, are plotted as h
horizontal red
d reference lin
nes, with the ISO
model inc
cluded as dashed blue lines
s. c, Daily dis
stributions of tthe bird’s sou
urce and targe
et song cycle
durations during the tra
ansitional perriod (shown are day 5 for a baseline, an
nd then every other day
between days
d
9 and 25
5).
absolute duration
d
than that in the model. Howeve
er, the bird’s ssource and ta
arget song cycles were sim
milar.
Conseque
ently, during this
t
period, the bird was sin
nging two diffferent rhythms (isochronou
us AAA and n
nonisochrono
ous ABA – tho
ough at a diffe
erent phase th
han the NON--ISO model), within nearlyy the same cyycle.
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In other words, the bird preserved his original tempo (as copied from the isochronous source song) by
committing a rhythm imitation error as he incorporated the target song sequence. Thus even though this
bird eventually acquired an accurate replica of the NON-ISO target song, he initially inserted syllable B
into the song with an inaccurate rhythm, but one which preserved his own prior rhythmic framework. This
isochronous ‘meter’ was sustained for an extended developmental period (Fig. 24c), before the bird
gradually shifted to the non-isochronous rhythm of the model (Figs. 24a, b). As with the ISO example
above (see Fig. 16d), transitional song cycles were not static but rather shifted from day to day. The daily
histograms shown in Fig. 24c indicate here too that the bird’s source and target song cycles were largely
overlapping in their distributions during much of the transitional period (and that neither was an accurate
copy of either the source or target model tempo).

Our results point to two basic rhythmic operations in song learning: imitation of the model rhythm,
and preservation of self-tempo. As the above NON-ISO example shows, self-tempo preservation may
sometimes trump imitation accuracy: but for this bird, an early sacrifice of imitation accuracy proved to be
a successful strategy, and perhaps maintaining a steady framework actually enabled him to correct his
song rhythm later in development. What about the less successful imitators in the NON-ISO group?
Perhaps in some cases, birds chose to preserve their own tempo at the expense of copying the model.
Can we understand the song development of these birds too in terms of a dynamic coupling between the
source and emerging target cycles?

Figure 25 presents developmental data for a NON-ISO bird that achieved good sequence
imitation (72% alternating trigrams), but produced his copy of the target song with the same isochronous
rhythm of his source song – which he had never heard in the context of the new target song. The
developmental data reveal a surprising history behind this outcome. Unlike the previous NON-ISO
example, this bird did not start out with an isochronous meter when he first began to incorporate the Bsyllable. When ABA trigrams first appeared, B was shorter in duration than A (as in his non-isochronous
model), and matched the model’s non-isochronous phase (Fig. 25b), but then gradually lengthened over
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Figure 25
5. Acquisition
n of isochron
nous rhythm
m in a NON-IS
SO bird. All data are from bird R4844. a
a,
Bird’s sou
urce (black) and target (gre
een) song cyc
cle duration ovver developm
mental time. b
b, B-syllable p
phase
developm
ment. c, e, Sorrted raster plo
ots comparing
g AAA and AB
BA sequence timing when the B-syllable
e first
appeared (c, 8-14 days
s after the mo
odel was switc
ched) and aftter the B-sylla
able stretched
d to match the
e
duration of
o A (e, 20-26 days post-sw
witch). d, f, Diistributions off the bird’s so
ource and targ
get song cycle
es at
the two tim
me points.
mpare Figs. 25
5c and 25e). As the B-sylla
able lengthen
ned, the phase angle advanced to
time (com

(Fig.

25b), and the bird’s song cycles stre
etched to mattch the duratio
e
on of his original imitation of the source
song (Figs. 25d and 25
5f). Note thatt these events
s also coincid
ded with the o
overtaking of tthe target son
ng
sequence
e (ABA and BA
AB trigrams, Fig. 25a).

ng element (‘X’, very shortt-duration yellow
A third NON-IS
SO bird (Fig. 26)
2 improvise
ed a novel son
syllable in
n the raster in Fig. 26c) in addition
a
to B (and thereforre never exce
eeded 25% altternating
trigrams); but together,, the two sylla
ables preserve
ed the isochro
onous meter of the source
e song. Here a
again
we found that the bird’s
s source and target songs cycles drifted
d together ove
er time (Fig. 2
26a). In the
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Figure 26
6. Acquisition
n of isochron
nous rhythm
m in a NON-IS
SO bird – witth an improv
vised song
element. All data are from
f
bird R5054. a, Bird’s source
s
(blackk) and target ((green) song cycle duration
over deve
elopmental tim
me. b, X- and B-syllable ph
hase developm
ment (see texxt). c, Sorted raster plot of
mature so
ong bouts (32-25 days pos
st-switch), sho
owing interlea
aving of AAA a
and AXBA so
ong sequence
es. ‘X’
is a novel syllable, colo
ored yellow in
n the raster plo
ot. d, Distribu
utions of the b
bird’s source a
and “target” ssong
cycles.
mature so
ongs, AAA and AXBA sequ
uences were time-locked
t
( Figs. 26c-d).. Figure 26b shows that th
he
first new syllable
s
to em
merge was iso
ochronous in phase,
p
unlike the previous example (Fig
g. 25b). As an
n
interesting
g side-note, th
his occurred directly
d
follow
wing two days of almost complete quiet (the gaps in F
Figs.
26a and 26b
2 are not missing
m
data).

As
A a final exam
mple from the NON-ISO grroup, Fig. 27 presents a ca
ase where the
e bird entered
d
several blind alleys durring developm
ment and ultim
mately failed tto acquire eith
her the seque
ence or the rh
hythm
of the targ
get model. An
nd yet, his orig
ginal isochron
nous rhythm ccan be identiffied in his new
w song. At diff
fferent
time pointts, extra syllables were add
ded at a varie
ety of differen t phases (Fig
g. 27b) causin
ng the “target”
song cycle
e to change erratically
e
(Fig
g. 27a). The song
s
finally sttabilized into a stereotyped
d sequence o
of
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Figure 27
7. Phase dive
ersity, false starts,
s
and period-tripling
g in a NON-IS
SO bird. All d
data are from bird
R4772. a,, Bird’s source
e (black) and target (green
n) song cycle duration overr developmen
ntal time. b, X
X- and
B-syllable
e phase development. c, d Sorted rasterr plots compa
aring AAAA se
equence timin
ng at days 20
0-22
post-switc
ch (c) with AX
X2 X1BA seque
ence timing at
a days 67-69 post switch ((d). X1 and X2 are two distiinct
novel sylla
ables, colored
d yellow and tuqoise
t
in the
e raster plot. e
e, Distribution
ns of the earlyy source and late
“target” so
ong cycle durations.
AX2 X1B (Fig.
(
27d). 3 Strikingly,
S
even after many complex devvelopments, th
his final song was a rhythm
mic
match with the bird’s own AAAA sou
urce song in the
t days precceding the onsset of syllable
e diversificatio
on
(Fig. 27c)). However, ra
ather than fitting into a cyc
cle matching tthe interval be
etween everyy other A-sylla
able,
the new song
s
appears to have borro
owed a differe
ent frame from
m the source song – the cyycle between
every fourrth A (Fig. 27e).

In
n sum, despite
e the apparen
nt diversity in outcomes an
nd developme
ental trajectorries among the
NON-ISO
O birds, we observed a general pattern of
o self-tempo preservation,, as in the (mo
ore
homogene
eous) ISO gro
oup. This sha
ared tendency
y was served by several different rhythm
m and/or sequ
uence
3

We numb
ber the syllable
es in accordancce with the ord
der in which thhey appeared. Before generaating syllable X2, this
bird went through
t
a transitional period
d of singing stereotyped sequuences of AX1B
B; see the full d
development raaster
in the Appendix.
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imitation errors (reminiscent of Liu et al.’s [2004] finding that zebra finches can use multiple strategies to
learn the same song): initial non-isochronous phase delay, regression to or emergence of isochrony via
syllable elongation or the improvisation of an extra ‘filler’ syllable, and finally period tripling, to
accommodate an overabundance of added song elements. While only the first of these learning
strategies led to both accurate sequence and rhythm imitation of the target model, each allowed birds to
maintain tempo continuity throughout development.

3.4.5 A developmental tradeoff: rhythmic reuse or arrhythmia
In the previous section, we showed evidence that a rhythmic framework plays an important
general role in song learning, for the less successful NON-ISO imitators no less than the best NON-ISO
imitator or the ISO-trained birds. Recall, however, that three out of nine NON-ISO birds managed to learn
the target song as well as the ISO birds (Fig. 12). How do the remaining two successful imitators from the
NON-ISO group compare? Recall as well that NON-ISO birds as a group showed arrhythmia in maturity
(Fig. 13). However, many NON-ISO birds exhibited no difference in temporal stability between their
baseline source and endpoint target songs. Since tempo continuity appears to be a strong developmental
constraint, and the (overall-successful) ISO birds had equally low tempo variability at crystallization as at
baseline, we hypothesized that tempo stability and tempo continuity might be importantly related. Figure
28 presents developmental trajectories of song cycle median-absolute deviation (M.A.D.) for all birds in
both groups.
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Figure 28. Song tempo variability development – individual trajectories. Separate panels show the development of source (black) and
target (green) song cycle median absolute deviation for each bird (ISO, a; NON-ISO, b). As in Fig. 20, individuals are sorted according to
endpoint sequence imitation, top left to bottom right.

On
O the whole, we see that cycle
c
variabilitty of birds’ tarrget songs (in
n green) tended to decreasse
over time.. The co-existting source so
ong tempo va
ariability (blacck) remained rrelatively low across birds..
Moreoverr, the four NON-ISO examp
ples we considered above all had low ta
arget song tem
mpo variabilitty
(green) att the end of de
evelopment (Fig. 28b, top left, middle le
eft, bottom lefft and center)). However, th
he
two secon
nd-best imitators in the NO
ON-ISO group
p did not (Fig. 28b, top cen
nter and right)). Intriguingly,
these bird
ds also produc
ced sudden te
empo change
es in acquiring
g the target song (Fig. 29)), suggestive of a
tradeoff with
w lasting consequences.

Figure 29
9. Lasting arrrhythmia in NON-ISO
N
bird
ds with deve
elopmental d
discontinuitie
es in song te
empo.
Shown arre tempo (top)) and tempo variability
v
(botttom) develop
pmental trajecctories for thre
ee NON-ISO birds
that achie
eved good seq
quence imitattion of the targ
get song mod
del (% alterna
ating trigrams, upper right
corner of each panel at top). Source
e and target cycle
c
median and median a
absolute deviation (M.A.D..)
plotted in black green and,
a
respectiv
vely.
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3.5 Discussion

We investigated the role of rhythm in imitative vocal learning by experimentally decoupling
sequence and rhythm learning during zebra finch song acquisition. Our findings revealed that rhythm is
operative in song learning. The success rate of incorporating the new syllable type depended on its
duration, relative to that of the previously acquired syllable: imitation was impaired when the new
sequence was embedded in a new rhythm. Importantly, the time structure of an external model was often
acquired relatively rather than absolutely. Finally, developmental analyses revealed that birds maintained
an established cycle as they incorporated new song elements, and often appeared to reuse existing
timeslots for new content. Together these findings suggest that zebra finches possess rhythmic
frameworks in their songs.

According to prevailing neuronal models in which birdsong learning and production is controlled
by premotor sequencing mechanisms (Fee et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2007), the learning task in our
experiment should have been equally challenging under both ISO and NON-ISO conditions. The learning
impairments and developmental trajectories we observed suggest a mechanism for rhythm-coding in the
songbird brain, beyond the putative continuous representation of abstract time within HVC (Hahnloser et
al., 2002; Lynch et al., 2016; Picardo et al., 2016) or distributed across song system nuclei (Hamaguchi et
al., 2016). In other words, our findings suggest the existence of a rhythm generator in the songbird brain –
which either drives the song system circuitry, or perhaps is an emergent property of it.

Neural data will be crucial for shedding light on the physical mechanism of this rhythm generator,
and whether song rhythm learning is mediated by local circuit dynamics (i.e., by a discrete central pattern
generator) or more macroscopic brain oscillations of synchronized excitability. The cerebellum plays an
important role in regulating speech rhythm and fluency (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999), but cerebellar involvement
in song learning is currently unknown. The thalamic nucleus Uva is another potential player. Uva forms a
thalamocortical loop with both HVC and its afferent NiF (nucleus interface – an important site of
sensorimotor integration [Vyssotski et al., 2016]) via feedback connections from midbrain motor and
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respiratory areas (Nottebohm et al., 1982; Striedter & Vu, 1998). A recent study (Danish et al., 2017)
found periodic, syllable-associated activity during singing in Uva; however, it is unknown how Uva activity
tracks with song development. Longitudinal recordings in Uva and/or NiF could help to shed light on the
development of a putative rhythm generator. Transient inactivations (Pristine et al., 2016) during critical
moments of song development, e.g., when a bird’s target song model is changed, or when the bird’s own
song is undergoing changes, might also be a fruitful line of investigation. While our findings seem to
suggest the existence of a rhythm template for song learning, we did not address the questions as to
when or how such a template is acquired, or how phonology, sequence, and rhythm are orchestrated
during development. Some primary auditory neurons in the songbird brain are specially-tuned to temporal
features of acoustic stimuli (Nagel & Doupe, 2008), and a recent study (Lampen et al., 2014) found
increased ZENK expression in the auditory ‘cortical’ nuclei NCM and CMM (the caudomedial nido- and
meso-pallium, respectively) as well as the amygdala in response to “arrhythmic” (time-scrambled) songs,
in adult birds. It would be interesting to conduct a similar assay, using our source and target models as
stimuli, at different time points in development. Finally, the brainstem, which both controls breathing
patterns and represents the only point of interhemispheric connection between the left and right HVC’s
(Ashmore et al., 2005), may be instrumental in the development of recurrent information flow in the song
system and likewise of rhythmic organization of singing behavior.

We propose that the specific outcomes we observed in our experiments can be explained by
simple learning principles, which might have general application (Fig. 30). Our findings suggest two
rhythmic operations important in song learning: first, the bird ‘aims’ to imitate the (relative) rhythm of an
external model; second, the bird’s aims to maintain an established tempo during development. Tempo is
not copied from the model (rhythm is learned relatively rather than absolutely), but the bird’s own tempo
imposes a strong constraint on the incorporation of new song elements. The repeating cycle of the bird’s
song may also drift in duration over the course of development, but continuity of tempo must be
maintained. If sudden tempo discontinuities occur during learning, this leads to lasting arrhythmia in terms
of rendition to rendition variability.
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Figure 30 provides a phenomenological categorization of the learning outcomes we observed. In
our experiment, all birds started out (far left) having already internalized a relative copy of the
monosyllabic, isochronous source song, which may be produced at a slower (depicted) or faster tempo.
Birds were then switched to either the isochronous or non-isochronous target model which contained an
additional syllable (ABAB). As shown, the path to a stabilized song in the ISO condition involves
considerably fewer possible trajectories than in the NON-ISO condition. In the most straightforward of
trajectories (Figs. 30a and 30c), the bird adopts the new target song concordant with his own source
cycle. Notably, the NON-ISO rhythm is not more difficult to acquire than the ISO rhythm in this case (Fig.
30c; see also Figs. 23-24 for NON-ISO data exemplifying this successful outcome). However, in the
NON-ISO condition, this outcome comes at the expense of an imitation error, since the NON-ISO source
and target song cycles are discordant. If, however, the NON-ISO bird instead prioritizes copying the
target model rhythm, the cost is temporal stability (Fig. 30b) – which in itself might be an important
outcome of song development, and therefore a high price to pay. In the end, birds may choose to
prioritize maintaining concordance between their own source and target song cycles (Fig. 30d-g), thereby
achieving temporal precision in maturity, although sacrificing accurate imitation of the target model rhythm
(Fig. 30d) and/or sequence (Figs. 30 e-g).

If an ISO bird initially incorporates the B-syllable within a source-discordant cycle (for example if
his B-syllable is initially the wrong duration; see Fig. 17), our schema predicts that he will be impelled to
rectify this by adjusting his new target cycle, his source cycle, or both, and thereby arrive at a final song
that is a good imitation of the relative rhythm of the model. In general, we hypothesize that the rhythmic
concordance between the model source and target songs in the ISO condition aids the bird in imitating
the model within his preexisting rhythmic framework, while rhythmic discordance between the source
model and NON-ISO target model leads to potential conflicts between rhythm copying accuracy and song
stability.
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Figure 30
0. Phenomen
nological cate
egorization of
o the observ
ved effects o
of rhythm on song learning.
Shown arre seven poss
sible trajectoriies (1 ISO and 6 NON-ISO
O) toward crysstalized song,, all following the
putative developmenta
d
al constraint th
hat the bird must
m
maintain his preexistin
ng rhythmic frramework. Th
he
possessio
on of discorda
ant song cycle
es is hypothes
sized to be an
n unstable sittuation (b, dashed arrow). The
cartoon proceeds from left to right. Except
E
where
e labeled as th
he model sou
urce or target,, all circles
ong, with circle size indica ting cycle durration. Far lefft, baseline
represent cycles in the bird’s own so
condition in which all birds
b
imitate th
he AA source song from th
he model. Con
ncentric circle
es represent tthe
cycle calc
culated as one
e or two repettitions of the A-syllable
A
(forr comparison with the two--syllable cycle
e of
the AB tarrget song). In the outer circ
cle, the onsett of the secon
nd A is indicatted by a white
e bar (at ). T
The
source cy
ycle of the bird
d is here draw
wn larger than
n that of the m
model as a rem
minder that th
he bird may ccopy
the isochrronous rhythm
m of the sourc
ce song at his
s own idiosynccratic tempo Once the sou
urce song is
acquired, the bird is as
ssigned to eith
her the ISO (b
blue, upper) o
or the NON-IS
SO (red, lowe
er) target cond
dition.
See text for
f explanation of individua
al trajectories a-g. Deviatio
ons from the ta
arget model ((e-g) are indiccated
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by gray arrows. The dashed red arrow indicates temporal instability in the one trajectory where a bird
acquired a discordant target cycle relative to his source.
A limitation of our experimental design is that the NON-ISO target model deviated from the
source in both phase-angle and cycle, whereas the ISO target was concordant with the source model in
both respects. This makes it impossible to pinpoint the relative impacts of changing the phase vs.
changing the cycle (even though we found that the absolute cycle duration is not necessarily copied). It
may be that both contributed to making the sequence learning task easier for the ISO group. In order to
test this, we could conduct additional experiments in which the target ABAB model was isochronous but
deviated from the source in tempo. If absolute continuity of tempo in the model is necessary for acquiring
the new song, then a sped-up (or slowed-down) ISO group should have greater difficulty with the task.
Alternatively, if birds are insensitive to tempo changes in the model, then a time-warped ISO group should
perform as well as the ISO condition that we used in the present study. Finally, we would also want to test
a NON-ISO group in which phase was altered but the source cycle was preserved.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that the developing bird’s current rhythmic framework is the
necessary context for incorporating any new song elements. If the model song rhythm is altered, birds
may copy rhythmic elements (phases) of the new target, but they appear unable to reproduce the new
rhythm in toto without integrating these elements into their existing rhythmic framework. This integration
may occur rapidly, by selecting a successful context (cycle) for incorporation; or it may occur piecemeal,
through distortion of the model target song rhythm and/or incomplete incorporation of song elements.
Regardless, birds can only establish their songs – whatever their fidelity to a model – within a rhythmic
framework.
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CHAPTER 4
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN STRIATAL DOPAMINERGIC RESPONSES PROMOTES MONOGAMY IN
SOCIAL SONGBIRDS4

4.1 Abstract
In many songbird species, males sing to attract females and repel rivals. How can gregarious, nonterritorial songbirds such as zebra finches, where females have access to numerous males, sustain
monogamy? We found that the dopaminergic reward circuitry of zebra finches can simultaneously
promote social cohesion and breeding boundaries. Surprisingly, in unmated males but not in females,
striatal dopamine neurotransmission was elevated after hearing songs. Behaviorally too, unmated males
but not females persistently exchanged mild punishments in return for songs. Song reinforcement
diminished when dopamine receptors were blocked. In females, we observed song reinforcement
exclusively to the mate’s song, although their striatal dopamine neurotransmission was only slightly
elevated. These findings suggest that song-triggered dopaminergic activation serves a dual function in
social songbirds: as low-threshold social reinforcement in males and as ultra-selective sexual
reinforcement in females. Co-evolution of sexually dimorphic reinforcement systems can explain the
coexistence of gregariousness and monogamy.

4

A version of this chapter has been published as Tokarev et al., 2017.
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4.2 Introduction

Many species of highly gregarious and colonial birds form long-term monogamous pairs
(Goodson et al., 2012; Goodson & Kingsbury, 2011; Griffith et al., 2010; Zann, 1994). Pair bonding and
flocking behaviors are regulated by neuropeptides and dopaminergic reward system (Goodson et al.,
2012; Goodson & Kingsbury, 2011). However, for an animal to be highly social and at the same time
monogamous, it must possess two distinct reinforcement systems: one with low selectivity for social
stimuli to promote aggregation, and another highly selective for sexual stimuli to promote monogamy. But
many communicative stimuli, including birdsong, may serve both social and sexual functions. In such
cases, reinforcement may depend on stimulus context: for example, in many solitary songbird males,
producing the same song may either attract females or repel rival males (Kroodsma & Byers, 1991;
Slater, 2003). In social songbirds, however, many females and males live in close proximity, which gives
females immediate access to numerous males whose songs may sexually attract them. What is it, then,
that allows gregariousness and monogamy to coexist? We investigated this question in zebra finches,
which are highly social, yet monogamous songbirds (Griffith et al., 2010; Zann, 1994). Male zebra finches
produce a single stereotyped song that can be female-directed or undirected (Jarvis et al., 1998; Scharff
& Nottebohm, 1991; Sossinka & Böhner, 1980; ten Cate, 1985; Woolley & Doupe, 2008). Males typically
tolerate the singing behavior of their neighbors even when housed in crowed cages, although the song is
occasionally used in an aggressive context too (Ihle et al., 2015). Female zebra finches are attracted to
male songs (Holveck & Riebel, 2007), but do not sing (Nottebohm & Arnold, 1976).

The zebra finch striatal dopaminergic reward circuitry is activated in both social and sexual
contexts (Banerjee et al., 2013; Ihle et al., 2015; Iwasaki et al., 2014; Sasaki et al., 2006). In general,
there are more dopamine-producing neurons in social than in territorial songbirds (Goodson et al., 2009).
In zebra finches, gregariousness is correlated with the level of activity in dopaminergic neurons (Kelly &
Goodson, 2015). Striatal dopamine increases in social situations, e.g., when adult males interact with
females (Ihle et al., 2015; Sasaki et al., 2006), or juvenile males with adult male tutors, and importantly,
even without singing in either of these contexts (Ihle et al., 2015). During pair formation striatal dopamine
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levels increase in both sexes (Banerjee et al., 2013; Iwasaki et al., 2014). In the context of song learning,
striatal dopaminergic input to song control nuclei is modulated during singing (Gadagkar et al., 2016;
Hoffmann et al., 2016; Simonyan et al., 2012). However, although song is an important sexual stimulus in
songbirds (Kroodsma & Byers, 1991; Slater, 2003), there is no direct evidence that hearing songs may
affect striatal dopamine in either sexual or affiliative (Hausberger et al., 1995) context. Here we performed
in vivo imaging and behavioral experiments that show the forebrain dopaminergic system response to
song stimulation in zebra finches across sexes and breeding states, in order to distinguish between social
and sexual components of a putative rewarding (reinforcement) function of song in social songbirds.

We developed two complementary experimental approaches. First, we used a delayed positron
emission tomography (PET) procedure (Patel et al., 2008) in order to measure dopamine
neurotransmission (Laruelle, 2000) in awake and unrestrained birds. Zebra finches were injected with
[11C]raclopride radiotracer, which binds to dopamine type 2 (D2) receptors. Instead of acquiring PET
immediately, we first stimulated birds with song playbacks for 20 minutes, while they were awake and
freely-behaving, and then scanned them just after the stimulation under general anesthesia (delayed
PET, Fig. 31, see protocol in Methods). Second, we developed an apparatus for assessing song
reinforcement behaviorally. This approach is a variant on drug addiction experiments, which typically
measure how much rodents are willing to work, or exchange mild punishment, in return for access to
dopaminergic stimulants such as cocaine (Shaham et al., 2000) (Fig. 32). We used a song stimulus
instead of the drug and measured the extent to which birds were willing to receive mildly aversive air puffs
(Tokarev & Tchernichovski, 2014) in exchange for hearing song playbacks. Finally, in order to test for
causality between dopamine neurotransmission and song reinforcement behavior, we blocked dopamine
neurotransmission with a selective antagonist of D2 receptors L-741,626 (Li et al., 2010; Watson et al.,
2012). We used PET to determine the localization of dopaminergic blockage, and then tested behaviorally
if blocking of dopamine D2 receptors was sufficient to diminish reinforcing effect of songs.
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4.3 Method

4.3.1 Experimental design
This study was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the US National Institutes of
Health and was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Hunter College of the
City University of New York and Weill Cornell Medical College.

Eleven adult male and seventeen adult female zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) bred at Hunter
College (room temperature 19-24˚C, 12:12 h light/dark cycle) were used in the neuroimaging
experiments. Animals were raised by both parents until adulthood and were housed, except during these
experiments, social groups of 2-20 within the breeding colony room, with possibility to engage in social
interactions with other zebra finches. All males and nine of the females were non-mated, eight other
females were mated in breeding pairs.

The concept of our work is similar to a human study, where favorite musical pieces were shown
to increase striatal dopamine levels (Salimpoor et al., 2011). Here we employed a modification in PET
protocol that allowed to obtain measurements that reflected changes in dopamine release in awake
songbirds. Before imaging, the non-mated animals were injected [11C]raclopride and then either exposed
to 20 minutes of recorded songs of unfamiliar male zebra finches (one novel song every 15 seconds) or
kept in quiet conditions for 20 minutes (Fig. 31). This time interval was chosen according to the 11C halflife of 20 min and its detectability with the current PET technique. PET and anatomical X-ray computed
tomography (CT) images were acquired immediately afterwards using an InveonTM Research Workplace
(Siemens). Delayed PET scans for dopamine are well established in several animal species (Marzluff et
al., 2012; Patel et al., 2008), but since this is a novel method for measuring striatal responses to birdsong,
we describe it in detail as a protocol in the next section.

In the experiments with mated females, stimuli were songs of either their own mate or another
mated male; they were also synchronized in their breeding cycle so that during stimulation and PET they
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Figure 31
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Figure 32
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We also tested whether the movement might account for observed differences in striatal
dopamine release. If dopamine level changes were due to movement, then movement should differ
across treatments: higher in zebra finch males but not females when hearing songs compared to when
they are kept in silence. To test if this were the case, we performed an additional control experiment with
a new group of 8 males and 8 females, where we simulated the song vs. silence pre-PET conditions
(including transfer to the same room and raclopride injection), and also video tracked birds’ movement.
We monitored for such body movements as flying, hopping and wing-whirring, as well as quantitatively
analyzed the Euclidian distances travelled every 0.3 seconds for the center of body mass and beak to
continuously track changes in position of body and head, respectively.

4.3.2 Injections of L-741,626
To detect whether dopamine neurotransmission was necessary for the observed behavioral
effects in males, four of them were injected with L-741,626 (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA), a very
selective antagonist of D2-receptors, which had been used to study the function of D2-receptors in
rodents (Dai et al., 2016; Li et al., 2010; Watson et al., 2012) and primates (Achat-Mendes et al., 2010).
We injected L-741,626 intraperitoneally at 3.33µg/g body weight, within the range described for rodents
(Li et al., 2010; Watson et al., 2012), diluted in saline (acetic acid was added to increase solubility at first,
then pH was neutralized by caustic soda solution). The L-741,626 injections were administered 30 min
before each test with at least 48h between treatments, 5 times for each animal, with an intra-individual
control of sham injections (saline) of the same volume.

4.3.3 Simultaneous PET on four zebra finches to measure dopamine released during auditory
stimulation in awake unrestrained state
We established a minimally invasive method for in vivo imaging in zebra finches to measure
dopamine neurotransmission in four awake unrestrained animals simultaneously; these measurements
may be taken multiple times allowing for intra-subject comparisons (Fig. 31). Due to their small size
compared to the available imaging volume of our micro-PET, we were able to scan four birds
simultaneously. Thus, the experiments were done in tetrads, with two animals in one condition, and two
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animals in another; the conditions were then reversed in the subsequent PET scan experiment
performed. [11C]raclopride was delivered via intravenous (i.v.; ulnar vein) or intraperitoneal (i.p.) bolus
injections that lasted around 1min or less; radioactivity doses were ~300 µCi or less, in solutions of 150 µl
for i.p. injections and 100 µl for i.v. injections with [11C]raclopride mass at ~0.3 nmol/g (body weight).
Usage of [11C]raclopride to track changes in dopamine levels has been validated in studies with
simultaneous microdialysis (Morris et al., 2008; Normandin et al., 2012).

When dopamine is released, decrease in radioactive [11C]raclopride signal is mediated through
direct competition between these two molecules for D2 receptors (Fisher et al., 1995) and as a result of
D2 receptors switching from low to high affinity for dopamine but not raclopride (Fisher et al., 1995;
Seeman et al., 1994); also, the striatal [11C]raclopride signal does not rebound after its decline once
dopamine is released (Endres et al., 1997). Therefore, differences in dopamine neurotransmission
between zebra finches exposed to song playbacks and silence observed in our work were likely due to
experimental conditions, even though imaging was performed after stimulation (Yoder et al., 2008). This
method of delayed PET (aka “awake uptake”) was first used to detect changes in dopamine levels in
freely moving rats (Patel et al., 2008). A similar protocol was also used in songbirds (crows), but with
[18F]-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose to detect general brain activation in response to visual stimuli (Marzluff
et al., 2012).

The animals were let to recover after handling for 1-2 min and then were kept individually either in
quiet conditions (20 min) or were presented with recordings of various zebra finch songs (one novel song
every 15 sec during 20 min), thus providing stimulation almost immediately after radioligand injection,
similarly to previous studies (Marzluff et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2008). Food and water were provided ad
libitum. None of the birds sang or attempted to sing during the 20 min of the experiment (in all conditions).
Behavioral activity was at minimum during the experiment with no drinking or feeding observed, and only
occasional perching. This suggested that the difference in experimental conditions (song playbacks or
silence) would be the sole factor in possible differences in dopamine neurotransmission. Immediately
after the experiment, the animals were sedated for ~2 min under 3% isoflurane in O2, 2 L/min, and then
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transferred to a custom-made plexiglass chamber with 4 head holders made from vinyl tubes; their bodies
were additionally fixed with a surgical tape to reduce spontaneous movements during scanning. Animal
placement (2 in radial, 2 in axial direction; heads facing towards the center of the imaging volume) was
chosen to maximize image quality (Siepel et al., 2010). The chamber was then placed in the micro-PET
scanner, and anesthesia was reduced to 2% isoflurane. Acquisition of the radioactive signal lasted 60 min
and was followed by an anatomical CT scan of 10 min duration. Differences in radioactive signal acquired
during the PET scan were expected to reflect dopamine release during auditory stimulation, as after
[11C]raclopride is displaced by dopamine its level does not rebound within this time frame despite
clearance of dopamine and even with continuous infusion of [11C]raclopride (Endres et al., 1997), while
we performed single bolus injection. We were able to inject a sufficient amount of radiotracer to obtain
images of [11C]raclopride uptake, and all animals recovered quickly after the scan. We established that
both i.v. and i.p. injections of [11C]raclopride produced a radioactive signal in striatum that was detectable
by micro-PET, and the data from birds after i.v. and i.p. injections of [11C]raclopride overlapped and
therefore were combined. Thus, both injection methods appeared to be effective for detection of
dopamine level changes. We recommend i.p. injections for future research, as they are faster and easier
to perform, require less handling and thus are less stressful for animals (and experimenters).

We also performed an additional PET scan on four males that had been tested with the D2
receptor antagonist, L-741,626, to confirm that it blocked binding at the receptor. Two birds were injected
L-741,626 solution and two others saline 30 min before [11C]raclopride injection. The rest of the procedure
was the same.

4.3.4 Radiochemistry
The radiotracer [11C]raclopride was synthesized on-site immediately before each experiment at
the Citigroup Biomedical Imaging Center, Weill Cornell Medical College, following standard procedures
(Broft et al., 2015; Mawlawi et al., 2001). The average specific activity of [11C]raclopride was 6046
mCi/μmol. [11C]raclopride was isolated and formulated into an isotonic solution containing 5-7% ethanol,
with concentration of 0.13 µg/mL. Although alcohol could potentially influence behavioral state of the
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animal, the amount injected in our experiments (~0.3 g/kg) was substantially lower than that causing an
intoxicated stupor in a previous study (2-3 g/kg) (Olson et al., 2014) and importantly was similar across all
experimental conditions.

4.3.5 PET image preparation and statistical analysis
PET imaging data were first processed in PMOD software (http://www.pmod.com). As four
animals were scanned simultaneously at each experiment, raw images were separated into four zones
around each brain and cropped accordingly in PMOD software. PET data were summed across 6 evenly
distributed time points for each scan. Further, PET data were processed and analyzed in SPM12 software
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm).

Anatomical CT images were transformed into standardized stereotaxic space and aligned with a
3D magnetic resonance imaging atlas of the zebra finch brain, which also references common brain
areas (Poirier et al., 2008). All PET images were corrected for volume-to-volume motion by inter-frame
realignment and then co-registered to the subject's anatomical CT image. All alignment transformations
were visually inspected to ensure that there was no mismatch with the template brain image. Datasets of
three males, one unmated and two mated females were discarded because of difficulties with alignment
of the images due to motion during scans. Data from the remaining 22 animals were analyzed further.
[11C]raclopride binding potential for dopamine D2 receptors in each voxel was calculated using a
simplified reference region method (Gunn et al., 1997; Lammertsma et al., 1996; Patel et al., 2008), with
the cerebellum as the reference region, since it does not contain detectable D2 receptors and is
traditionally used for determination of nonspecific binding and free radiotracer in the brain (Lammertsma
et al., 1996; Litton et al., 1994): (CSt–CCb)/CCb, where CSt is radioactivity concentration in striatal (St)
voxels (or anywhere else outside the reference region), and CCb is averaged radioactivity concentration in
cerebellum (Cb). Therefore, [11C]raclopride binding potential was represented by a striatal-cerebellar ratio
(SCR) of radioactive concentrations (Patel et al., 2008). As [11C]raclopride and dopamine compete for D2receptors, decrease in [11C]raclopride binding potential indicates an increase of dopamine concentration
(Endres et al., 1997; Fisher et al., 1995) and thus reflects increased dopamine neurotransmission
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(Laruelle, 2000; Martinez et al., 2003). Statistical parametric maps of [11C]raclopride binding potential
change were produced by comparing the parametric SCR maps of the two scan sessions (song
playbacks and quiet condition, or mate’s and unfamiliar songs); comparisons between two conditions
were performed with paired t-tests, with two-tailed probability value of p < .05 chosen as statistically
significant (Urban et al., 2012). Clusters of significant change were identified in xjView
(http://www.alivelearn.net/xjview) at p < .05; p-values corrected for multiple comparisons were calculated
for each cluster of contiguous voxels at a t-threshold of 3.56 within a search volume equal to the whole
brain and an effective spatial resolution of 1.4 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) (Salimpoor et al.,
2011). Mean binding potential values were extracted from the significant cluster for each individual, and
the normalized percent change in dopamine level was calculated as Δ = (SCRsilence–SCRsong)
×100/SCRsilence.
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4.4 Results

We first tested if our delayed PET technique could detect changes in striatal dopamine
neurotransmission after hearing song playbacks. We scanned eight unmated female zebra finches, where
we expected to find higher levels of dopamine neurotransmission after song playbacks (i.e., lower levels
of [11C]raclopride binding), and eight unmated males, where we expected to find a weaker effect, if any.
Each bird was scanned twice: after stimulation with a variety of unfamiliar songs (both female-directed
and undirected) over 20 minutes, and after silence over the same duration (Fig. 31). As expected from
the distribution of dopamine receptors in the songbird brain (Kubikova et al., 2010), the averaged PET
map showed that the striatum was the major site of [11C]raclopride binding in both conditions in males
(Fig. 33a) and in females (Fig. 33b). However, against our expectations, lower level of [11C]raclopride
binding after hearing songs (suggesting increased striatal dopamine neurotransmission) was detected
only in the male group. In males, the song minus silence parametric difference map showed that song
stimulation resulted in significantly lower level of [11C]raclopride binding in a part of the striatum (Fig. 33c;
cluster-level pcorrected = .024, paired t-test corrected for multiple comparisons). Exploratory analysis of
individual changes (within the cluster of significant change) showed that [11C]raclopride binding was at
lower levels in all males after hearing songs by 29 ± 8% (mean ± s.e.m. hereafter; Fig. 33d; p = .015,
pair-wise t-test). These results, based on PET of D2 receptors, are comparable to the 26.5 ± 8.4%
increase in dopamine detected with microdialysis in a study where male zebra finches were presented
with females (Ihle et al., 2015), confirming that [11C]raclopride binding at D2 receptors is a robust indicator
of the overall striatal dopamine neurotransmission. Surprisingly, females lacked any brain areas with
significant change in [11C]raclopride binding in response to song playbacks. Nevertheless, we produced a
mask image from the cluster of significant change in males (Fig. 33c) and used it as a volume of interest
to assess for a possible effect in females. Exploratory analysis of individual changes in females showed
no apparent change in striatal [11C]raclopride binding in response to song playbacks (Fig. 33e; 0.4 ± 6%,
p = .737, pairwise t-test). A direct comparison between males and females showed statistically significant
differences in striatal [11C]raclopride binding after hearing songs (Fig. 33; p = .015, t-test). Note, however,
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that the difference in the magnitude of change between males and females is, at least partially, driven by
the low baseline (silence) [11C]raclopride binding in females (Fig. 33e).
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Figure 33. Dopamine neurotransmission in response to song stimuli in unmated males and
females. Brain schemas in a-c show: cerebellum (Cb), auditory field L (L2), striatum (St), and song
control nuclei Area X (X) and lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium (LMAN). Section
planes are shown as dashed orange lines. a & b, Bright yellow areas represent the Statistical Parametric
Map (SPM, intensity threshold at t ≥ 2) for averaged [11C]raclopride binding potential in males (a) and
females (b; N = 8 in both groups). SPM is shown over the brain template magnetic-resonance image. In
both males and females [11C]raclopride binding was restricted to the striatum. c, SPM of the difference in
dopamine neurotransmission as detected by [11C]raclopride binding in song and silence conditions in
males. SMP reveals significantly lower level of [11C]raclopride binding in response to hearing novel
conspecific songs in males (pairwise t-statistic, cluster-level pcorrected = .024), which indicates higher
dopamine neurotransmission in this condition. Significant difference was detected in one cluster within the
dorsal striatum, mostly outside Area X. d, Analysis of individual changes in [11C]raclopride binding in
males, comparing song vs. silence. e, Same for females. As no significant cluster was found in females,
males’ cluster was used as a mask to produce individual values of [11C]raclopride binding within the same
area.
The sexually dimorphic striatal response to songs could reflect behavioral or anatomical
differences between sexes not related to reinforcement. First, as striatal dopamine neurotransmission
correlates with movement (Cousins and Salamone, 1996; Gadagkar et al., 2016; Howe and Dombeck,
2016), we tested if birds tended to move more when hearing song playbacks, in a manner that could
explain our results. We analyzed movement in eight males and eight females, in similar conditions to
those in our experiments before PET scan: injection of raclopride followed by 20 minutes of silence or
song playbacks. We observed very little of such body movements as flying, hopping and wing-whirring,
and also quantitatively tracked the whole body movement (analyzed every 0.3 seconds for the center of
body mass), but there were no significant differences between conditions or sexes (Table 1). Tracking
head movement, we observed a significant trend to move the head more during song playbacks in most
birds. However, there was no significant difference between males and females in this respect (Table 2).
Therefore, mere movement is unlikely to explain our finding of male-specific dopamine response to songs
(Fig. 33).

Another concern is that our results could simply reflect anatomical dimorphism in the basal
ganglia pathway of the premotor song system: in particular, Area X, which has high density of dopamine
D2 receptors (Kubikova et al., 2010) and receives dopamine during female-directed singing (Sasaki et al.,
2006), exists only in zebra finch males. However, Area X was mostly excluded from the cluster of
significant change (Fig. 33c), suggesting that its contribution was small, if any. This is in line with the
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finding that Area X does not respond to auditory stimulation in awake songbirds, except for error signals
during singing (Gadagkar et al., 2016).

Table 1. Results of statistical tests to address the differences in body movement in zebra finch
males and females in different conditions: in silence or during conspecific song playbacks.
Average Euclidian distance every 0.3 seconds was measured in the videos for the center of body mass.
Bold-face numbers indicate significance levels p ≤ .05.

Box's Test of Equality of
Box's M

F

df1

df2

p-value

13.334

3.756

3

35280

.01

Covariance Matrices

Multivariate Tests (Pillai’s Trace)

value

F

p-value

body movement

0.175

2.968

.107

body movement * sex

0.02

0.21

.886

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

df

F

p-value

sex

1

0.249

.626
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Table 2. Results of statistical tests to address the differences in head movement in zebra finch
males and females in different conditions: in silence or during conspecific song playbacks.
Average Euclidian distance every 0.3 seconds was measured in the videos for the position of the beak.
Bold-face numbers indicate significance levels p ≤ 0.05.

Box's Test of Equality of
Box's M

F

df1

df2

p-value

4.004

1.128

3

35280

.336

Covariance Matrices

Multivariate Tests (Pillai’s Trace)

value

F

p-value

head movement

0.348

7.468

.016

head movement * sex

0.016

0.225

.643

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

df

F

p-value

sex

1

0.598

.454

Given that the expectation of reward is only one of several scenarios that could explain the
unanticipated pattern of striatal dopamine neurotransmission that we observed (Cousins & Salamone,
1996; Gadagkar et al., 2016; Hoffmann et al., 2016; Howe & Dombeck, 2016; Kubikova & Kostal, 2010;
Riters, 2011; Salimpoor et al., 2011; Schultz, 2002; Stuber et al., 2008), we developed an independent
method for assessing the effect of song reinforcement in male and female zebra finches. In order to
directly estimate song reinforcement we paired the song stimulus with a mild punishment. We presented
the same birds that had been scanned earlier for dopamine with video of a perching male (Fig. 32). Each
bird was presented with two daily sessions of videos over ten days (20 sessions, 20 min each). In ten
sessions the video was played in silence, and in the alternating ten sessions, it was accompanied by
song playbacks (the same mix of initially unfamiliar songs as in the PET experiments). When a bird
perched next to the window facing the video display, it would occasionally receive a mildly aversive air
puff, in random intervals and without warning. We assessed reinforcement by measuring the number of
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air puffs th
he bird was willing
w
to tolera
ate in return for
f the stimulu
us, comparing
g the silent se
essions to the
e
song play
yback session
ns.

We
W found that males volunttarily received
d many more air puffs durin
ng song playb
back sessionss
compared
d to silent ses
ssions (Fig. 34
4; p =.001, pa
aired t-test); th
hey appeared
d attentive du
uring the sesssions
but did no
ot show any aggressive
a
behavior. Fema
ales, on the otther hand, showed little mo
otivation to he
ear
song play
ybacks: their tendencies to receive air-puffs were mo derate and diid not differ significantly accross
song play
yback and sile
ent sessions (Fig.
(
34; p =.2
267, paired t-ttest).

Figure 34
4. Song reinfforcement in unmated ma
ales and fem
males. Rate off air puffs (pe
er hour) birds
received during
d
song playback
p
and silent session
ns: in males ( left) and fema
ales (right) (N
N =8 and N = 4,
respective
ely; p-values for
f paired t-te
est shown).
To test whethe
er the song re
einforcement we
w observed in males wass dependent o
on dopamine
neurotransmission, we
e used the D2 receptor anta
agonist L-741
1,626 to interffere with D2 rreceptors. Firsst, we
performed
d a whole bra
ain PET after injections
i
of L-741,626
L
in o
order to deterrmine the loca
alization of
dopamine
ergic blockage
e: as expected, changes in
n [11C]raclopriide binding w
were observed
d exclusively in the
striatum (Fig. 35). We found substantially lower levels of the sstriatal binding
g of [11C]raclo
opride after
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5. Blockage of
o D2 recepto
or binding ac
ctivity by L-7
741,626. Statiistical parame
etric map of
Figure 35
average [11C]raclopride
e binding is sh
hown over the
e zebra finch brain template magnetic-rresonance im
mage:
after salin
ne injection (to
op) and L-741
1,626 injection
n (bottom) (N
N = 2 in both cconditions; t-vvalues on the
insert). Sa
agittal (left), frrontal (middle
e) and transve
erse (right) se
ections are sh
hown; dashed
d light-blue lines
show secttion planes.
L-741,626
6 injection com
mpared to saline (Fig. 35).. Therefore, L
L-741,626 blo
ocks D2 recep
ptors in the
songbird striatum
s
as it does in roden
nts (Li et al., 2010;
2
Watson
n et al., 2012)) and primate
es (Achat-Men
ndes
et al., 2010). We then tested
t
song re
einforcement in four maless with our air--puff apparatu
us as describe
ed
before, bu
ut after injectio
ons of either L-741,626 or saline on alte
ernate sessio
ons. On the da
ays of L-741,6
626
injections, the animals were still active and appro
oached the vid
deo, but stimulation with ssong playbackks no
longer inc
creased the number of air puffs
p
they were willing to re
eceive, while on the altern
nate days of saline
injections, song reinforrcement was similar
s
to thatt of untreated
d males (Fig. 36; see Table
e 3 for statistiics).
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6. Song reinfforcement aftter dopamine
e receptor b lockage. Num
mber of air pu
uffs (per hour)
Figure 36
birds rece
eived during silent
s
and song playback se
essions: afterr saline injectiion (left); afte
er L-741,626
injection (right)
(
(N = 4; significant p--values are sh
hown for gene
eral linear mo
odel for repea
ated
measurem
ments; see Ta
able 3 for stattistics).
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Table 3. Results of statistical tests to address the differences in tolerance to air puffs in zebra
finch males in different conditions: in silence or during conspecific song playbacks after saline
injections, or same after injection of dopamine receptor antagonist L-741,626. Bold-face numbers
indicate significance levels p ≤ .05.

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity

Mauchly's W

df

χ²

p-value

# air puffs /h

0.022

5

6.604

.318

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects

df

F

p-value

# air puffs /h

3

7.96

.007

pair-wise post-hoc LSD tests

p-value

song + saline vs silence + saline

.041

song + saline vs silence + L-741,626

.015

song + saline vs song + L-741,626

.023

silence + saline vs silence + L-741,626

.814

silence + saline vs song + L-741,626

.394

song + L-741,626 vs silence + L-741,626

.122

How is it that song stimuli are reinforcing in unmated males but not in unmated females? We
hypothesized that the non-selective dopamine neurotransmission by unfamiliar songs in males might
reflect a social function, but in females, song reinforcement might be exclusively sexually driven, as a part
of the mate choice (Riebel, 2009). A possible explanation to those counterintuitive results is that
reinforcement could be much more selective in females. We therefore measured song reinforcement in
mated females that were ready to breed (Fig. 37). We compared song reinforcement in three conditions:
video accompanied with the songs of their mates, video accompanied with songs of unfamiliar mated
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Figure 37
7. Song reinfforcement in mated fema
ales. Number of air puffs (p
per hour) matted females
received in exchange for
f silence, no
on-mate song
g (from male m
mated with an
nother female
e), and mate’ss
song (N = 4; significantt p-values are
e shown for general linear model for rep
peated measu
urements; see
e
Table 4 fo
or statistics).
males, an
nd video alone
e. The mated females show
wed little interrest in the vid
deos and minimal motivatio
on to
tolerate air puffs in retu
urn to hearing
g non-mate so
ongs. Howeve
er, they were willing to rece
eive many airr
puffs in re
eturn for heariing their mate
es’ songs (Fig
g. 37; see Tab
ble 4 for statistics).
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Table 4. Results of statistical tests to address the differences in tolerance to air puffs in mated
zebra finch females in different conditions: in silence and during playbacks of songs of unfamiliar
males or their mates. Bold-face numbers indicate significance levels p ≤ 0.05.

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity

Mauchly's W

df

χ²

p-value

# air puffs /h

0.484

2

1.453

0.484

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects

df

F

p-value

# air puffs /h

2

13.139

0.006

pair-wise post-hoc LSD tests

p-value

mate’s song vs silence

.021

mate’s song vs non-mate song

.049

non-mate song vs silence

.259

Based on these behavioral results, we tested if the pattern of striatal dopamine neurotransmission
would be also mate-selective in these females. Using delayed PET, we compared two sets of stimuli:
playbacks of mates’ songs versus playbacks of songs produced by other mated males (in both conditions
we played a mix of both female-directed and undirected songs). We detected a cluster of voxels with
lower [11C]raclopride binding in response to mate song in a small part of the medial dorsal striatum (Fig.
38 a,b); however, the difference across those voxels did not survive correction for multiple comparisons
(Fig. 38b). An exploratory post-hoc analysis of individual differences in the same area found that
[11C]raclopride binding was 12 ± 4% lower in response to mate song compared to non-mate song (Fig.
38c; p = .042, paired t-test). These differences suggested a weak trend for higher levels of dopamine
transmission in response to mates’ songs in females, but this borderline effect should be treated with
caution and validated in future studies.
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Figure 38. Dopamine neurotransmission in response to song stimuli in mated females. a, Brain
schemas as in Fig. 33 a, b. Statistical parametric map (SPM, intensity threshold at t ≥ 2) for average
[11C]raclopride binding is shown over the zebra finch brain template magnetic-resonance image. b, SPM
of the difference in [11C]raclopride binding in response to non-mate song and mate’s song in mated
females (N = 6; pair-wise t statistic, p <.05). This cluster, however, did not survive correction for multiple
comparisons (pcorrected = .6, paired t-test corrected for multiple comparisons). c, Individual changes in
[11C]raclopride binding in this insignificant cluster in mated females, non-mate song vs. mate’s song.
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4.5 Discussion

We found in the zebra finch an unanticipated pattern of sexual dimorphism in dopaminergic
responses to song. In males, stimulation with songs resulted in higher levels of striatal dopamine
neurotransmission compared to silence condition. Behaviorally too, unfamiliar song playbacks were
strongly reinforcing in males. Blocking striatal dopamine D2 receptors extinguished song reinforcement,
suggesting involvement of the striatal dopaminergic reward system. In unmated females, hearing songs
did not affect dopamine neurotransmission, and playbacks were not reinforcing behaviorally either. In
mated females, mate song was strongly reinforcing, with high specificity, but we observed only slightly
higher levels of dopamine neurotransmission in response to mate song compared to non-mate song.
Thus, in males, both striatal dopamine neurotransmission and behavioral responses to song playbacks
indicate low-threshold and non-specific positive reinforcement. This is consistent with a social, perhaps
affiliative function of birdsong to promote aggregation (Hausberger et al., 1995). In females, both
behavioral and dopaminergic responses to song were high-threshold and mate-selective, consistent with
a sexual function to promote monogamy. However, even though behaviorally mated females showed
strong reinforcement to mate song, their striatal dopaminergic responses to mate song were barely
detectable. This discrepancy will require further assessment in future studies. Note that there are several
open questions about the receptor mechanisms that could account for the sexual dimorphism we
observed, including different receptors expression levels, different densities of dopaminergic cells,
different reuptake mechanisms and different ratios of D1/D2 receptors. For example, it should be tested
whether D1 receptors, which are known to be important for reinforcement (Robbins & Everitt, 1996), are
also crucial in the reward mechanism of song in zebra finches.

A simple evolutionary scenario can explain the pattern of sexual dimorphism we observed.
Territorial songbird males respond aggressively to intruders and are easy to irritate with conspecific song
playbacks (Kroodsma & Byers, 1991; Slater, 2003). Females may show strong preference to certain male
song features but are generally attracted to conspecific songs (Kroodsma & Byers, 1991; Slater, 2003).
Monogamy could be sustained during an evolutionary transition from the territorial to gregarious behavior
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if males evolved high tolerance to song while females simultaneously co-evolved highly selective
reinforcement threshold to songs. Our results are consistent with such a scenario. Future studies could
test this hypothesis further by systematic examination of sexual dimorphism across territorial and social
species of songbirds, and in species where both sexes sing. We would expect to see a lack of song
reinforcement in non-social territorial songbirds, at least outside the breeding period. But possibly,
aggressive reactions might also increase brain dopamine. For example, it was shown that fighting cocks
(Thompson, 1964) may perceive seeing a potential opponent as a reinforcing stimulus; either they look
forward to the fight, or to the anticipation of reward after winning the fight. A similar phenomenon was
observed in Siamese fighting fish (Thompson, 1963), specific to dominant males (Baenninger, 1970). As
avian species demonstrate a wide range of social structures, the reinforcement value of social cues may
vary greatly among them. In sum, a sexually dimorphic activation of the dopaminergic reward circuitry that
we observed in our study could provide a joint mechanism for aggregation and pair-bonding, two
seemingly conflicting characteristics of the social structure of zebra finches and other gregarious yet
monogamous species.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

Temporal structure is a rich site for investigating the interplay between stereotypy and plasticity in
vocal learning and communication. At multiple timescales, we have seen how the rhythms of learned
vocalizations both constrain and facilitate structured behavioral variation. We began by describing a
potential communicative function in the time structure of zebra finch singing. We then presented
experimental evidence for rhythmic organization of developmental song learning, and, finally, identified a
potential mechanistic basis for song-mediated social cohesion. We found that at the level of zebra finch
song bout structure, rhythmic plasticity is distributed across individuals, while during song development,
the juvenile bird filters the influence of an external auditory model through a previously-internalized
rhythm template. How do song rhythms become consolidated, both during motif learning and in the
emergence of signature bout-structure repertoires? And how do the timescales of song rhythm relate to
one another? After all, the natural song-learning environment of the developing bird is the rhythmic yet
un-stereotyped time structure of the adult’s song bouts. This dissertation provides a foundation for
addressing these questions, as yet unexplored in birdsong research.

Such questions also suggest multiple points of connection with human language that could
provide a basis for fruitful comparative research. At the most fundamental level, language is timedependent (except of course in its written form) because it relies on complex motor coordination. A key
basic mechanism of patterned movement in all animals, as Von Holst first showed in the 1930s in
behavioral studies of spinal limb coordination, is the interaction of endogenous rhythms of neural
excitability, or ‘coupled oscillators’ (Von Holst, 1973; Gallistel, 1980). Oscillatory behavior is a pervasive
feature of living systems, and the coupling of oscillators is a likely general mechanism of homeostasis
(i.e., dynamic stability), on which life depends (Kelso, 1981). In speech production, interacting
endogenous rhythms regulate motor timing: wagging a finger at an instructed rate while speaking leads to
spontaneous mutual entrainment between vocalizations and finger movements, and vice versa (Kelso et
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al., 1983). Natural speech sounds are universally produced at a rate of 3-8 Hz; a ~5-Hz “speech rhythm”
also mediates comprehension and induces cortical entrainment in the perceiver (Peelle & Davis, 2012).

Further, this vocal rhythm may point to evolutionary precursors of speech. One reason often
given for studying songbirds is that humans have no close relatives possessing the capacity for vocal
learning. Other primates vocalize, but none aside from us modify their own vocalizations based on
auditory feedback. However, we are not the only species to communicate with the aid of rhythmic facial
expressions or gestures. Suggestively, face-to-face lip-smacking in macaques (for example during
allopreening, or in mother-infant interactions), is characterized by the same 3-8 Hz-frequency range as
speech production (Ghazanfar & Takashi, 2014). This rhythmic similarity has led to the investigation,
through mechanistic and developmental studies (reviewed in Ghazanfar & Takashi, 2014), of the
hypothesis that the coupling of voice to orofacial rhythms was an key event in the evolution of language
(MacNeilage, 1998).

Convergent lines of evidence indicate that the developmental precursors of speech are also
rhythmic in nature. Infants and even fetuses (Minai et al., 2017) are sensitive to prosody: languagespecific patterns of intonation, relative timing and stress. 5 According to the “prosodic bootstrapping”
hypothesis, these “suprasegmental” acoustic cues may facilitate language acquisition (Nazzi & Ramus,
2003). The same appears to be true of second language acquisition (McDonald, 1997), and adults can
use prosodic information to learn an artificial language syntax (Valian & Levitt, 1996). In addition,
developmental language impairment is associated with rhythm deficits in perception and production
(Gordon et al., 2015). In typical development, infant babbling mimics the rhythm of the native language
well before sounds acquire referential meaning (Levitt & Wang, 1991). The onset of babbling also often
co-occurs with an efflorescence of rhythmic movements, and in the laboratory infants that had just begun
to babble were more likely to accept an offered rattle and shake it rhythmically than younger or older
infants (Locke et al., 1995). Interestingly, these newly babbling infants showed a bias for right-handed
rattle-shaking, indicating that the left-lateralized motor control necessary for speech is not specific to
5

Some songbirds also show embryonic responses to the external acoustic environment (ColombelliNégrel & Kleindorfer, 2017).
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Broca’s area. No wonder then that a rhythmic sensorimotor coupling of hand and mouth links gesture with
speech inextricably in mature communication (McNeil, 1992; Iverson & Thelen, 1999).

Rhythmic coordination between individuals is also clearly crucial for communication, both
linguistic and non –beginning, of course, within the infant-caregiver dyad. The preverbal infant plays an
active role in this: coordinated, bidirectional turn-taking in protoconversations between infants and their
caregivers at 4 months predicts 12-month cognitive as well as attachment outcomes (Jaffe et al., 2001).
Communication rhythms also furnish a social feedback loop for speech development (Warlaumont et al.,
2014). One might go so far as to say that the social context of vocal learning is in essence a rhythmic
milieu.

In conclusion, rhythm is intimately involved in human speech and language at the mechanistic,
evolutionary, ontogenetic, and interpersonal levels. There are therefore extensive opportunities for
expanding the parallels between speech and birdsong (cf. Doupe & Kuhl, 1999) by investigating
birdsong’s rhythmic organization, with the potential for affording new insights into human development
and communicational disorders.
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APPENDIX
SONG DEVELOPMENT RASTER PLOTS

i.

R4773 (ISO)

ii.

R4720 (ISO)

iii.

R5102 (ISO)

iv.

R4647 (ISO)

v.

R5017 (ISO)

vi.

R5186 (ISO)

vii.

R5107 (ISO)

viii.

R4962 (ISO)

ix.

R4960 (ISO)

x.

R5106 (NON-ISO)

xi.

R4718 (NON-ISO)

xii.

R5049 (NON-ISO)

xiii.

R4844 (NON-ISO)

xiv.

R4961 (NON-ISO)

xv.

R5185 (NON-ISO)

xvi.

R5054 (NON-ISO)

xvii.

R4772 (NON-ISO)

xviii.

R5191 (NON-ISO)
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i. ISO bird
d1

99

ii. ISO birrd 2

100

iii. ISO bird 3

101

iv. ISO bird 4

102

v. ISO birrd 5

103

vi. ISO bid 6

104

vii. ISO bird 7

105

viii. ISO bird
b
8

106

ix. ISO bird 9

107

x. NON-IS
SO bird 1

108

xi. NON-ISO bird 2

109

xii. NON-ISO bird 3

110

xiii. NON--ISO bird 4

111

xiv. NON--ISO bird 5

112

xv. NON-ISO bird 6

113

xvi. NON--ISO bird 7

114

xvii. NON
N-ISO bird 8

115

xviii. NON
N-ISO bird 9
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